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ELECTRIC POWER COMMITTEE

I. Legislative Developments

A. Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA)
Congress is expected to reauthorize and substantially amend RCRA in early
1980. A bill is before the House which would provide $156.5 million for a
one-year reauthorization for fiscal year (FY) 1980 and amend RCRA in
many substantive ways. Soine of these changes include:
1. exemption for oil and gas drilling muds and brines from all hazardous waste provisions;
2. exemption of wastewater treatment lagoons and ponds from
hazardous waste regulation;
3. exemption of utility wastes and geothermal drilling wastes from special waste regulations until EPA determines their degree of hazard;
4. extension of state hazardous waste program grants under section
3011 to cover inactive hazardous waste sites;
5. expansion of federal grants in FY 1981 for state and municipal resource recovery feasibility planning;
6. creation of an interagency committee to deal with resource conservation and recovery;
7. authorization for states to be more stringent in setting standards for
waste disposal siting;
8. facilitation of the filing of suits under the imminent hazard authority of RCRA; and
9. the requirement of a public hearing before the issuance of a permit
for a disposal site.
B. Legislation Relating to the Transportation of

Radioactive Materials
A number of bills were introduced in Congress in 1979 concerning, in one
respect or another, the transportation of radioactive materials. The first one
introduced was S. 535, the Nuclear Waste Transportation Safety Act of
1979, which would amend the Hazardous Materials Transportation Act
(HMTA)I and designate the Department of Transportation (DOT) as the

'Pub. L. No. 93-633, 88 Stat. 2156, 49 U.S.C.A. § 1801, et seq.
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lead agency for regulating the transportation of nuclear waste and commercial spent fuel. It also requires the DOT to develop a national emergency
response plan, in cooperation with state and local governments, to cope
with emergency situations that may arise during the transportation of radioactive materials. The bill was pending at year-end.
The Nuclear Waste Policy Act, S. 685, introduced on March 15, 1979,
would have the federal government enter into contracts with reactor
operators to take title to spent fuel and to transport it to federally owned interim storage facilities. This bill also was pending at year-end.
Provisions in the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) authorizations bills which passed the House (H.R. 2608) and the Senate (S. 562) require the NRC to promulgate regulations providing for timely notification
to the governor of any state prior to the transport of nuclear waste, including spent nuclear fuel, into and through the state. Another provision in
the bills authorizes the NRC to promulgate such regulations as it deems
necessary to prohibit unauthorized disclosure of safeguards information
relating to physical protection of nuclear materials, including material in
transit. The two bills were pending at year-end and were expected to go to
conference in early 1980.
Finally, H.R. 3502, containing amendments to the HMTA and authorizing appropriations thereunder, passed the House on September 17, 1979.
Section 2 of this bill calls for the secretary of transportation to prepare a
comprehensive safety report regarding the transporation of all hazardous
materials. Another section contains a provision requiring the secretary of
transportation to conduct a study of the regulation of the transportation of
nuclear materials, specifically by rail carrier. The companion Senate-passed
bill (S. 1141) does not contain the provision calling for a rail transportation
study. These bills were pending at year-end, subject to conference.
C. Solar Energy Legislation
1. FEDERAL

None of the major solar initiatives pending before Congress has emerged in
final form. What follows is a brief description of the leading bills and their
status shortly before the session ended.
The Senate, in approving S. 932, the omnibus energy security bill, incorporated a number of proposals affecting solar energy. Title IX of the
bill, the Solar Energy Development Bank Act of 1979, would establish a
solar bank within the Department of Housing and Urban Development
(HUD) along the same lines as H.R. 605, which was approved by the House
Banking Committee. The bank would be empowered to subsidize longterm, low-interest, loans for the purchase and installation of solar energy
systems in residential and commercial buildings. Title VII of the Senate bill,
the Omnibus Solar Commercialization Act of 1979, would require maximum use of cost-effective solar energy systems in the construction of new
federal buildings. It would also require the secretary of energy to coordinate
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the dissemination of public information relating to solar energy.
Several bills that would expand available tax credits for the installation
of residential solar energy systems were referred to committees of both
houses. S; 1760 would have replaced the current tax credit formula (30 percent of the first $2,000 of expenditures and 20 percent of the next $8,000,
for a maximum credit of $2,200) with a flat 50 percent credit on the first
$10,000 of expenditures. This bill also would have changed the existing law
by making passive solar systems eligible for tax credits. The Senate Finance
Committee adopted the 50-percent formula of S. 1760, but deleted the provisions relating to passive solar equipment.
Finally, the House approved H.R. 2335, the Solar Power Satellite
Research, Development and Evaluation Program Act of 1979, by a wide
margin. This measure would authorize the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration, together with the Department of Energy (DOE), to accelerate research on proposals to build orbiting solar power satellites. These
satellites would each house some 50 square miles of solar collectors, and
they would transmit solar energy lack to earth via microwaves. Under the
bill as passed by the House, $25 million would be authorized for research
and development in FY 1980.
2. STATE

Because of the large number of state legislative actions affecting solar
energy, and space limitations, this report will focus on developments in one
region of the country-New England.
Considerable legislative activity took place among the New England
states. In Connecticut, an unusually comprehensive solar energy package
was enacted. Several other states, including Massachusetts, Maine, and Vermont, adopted income tax credits for homeowners who install solar energy
systems, and Maine also added a similar credit for wood-burning stoves.
(Connecticut has no income tax, so could not provide any tax credits.) _
Maine adopted a number of other important measures. It authorized
municipalities to adopt restrictive covenants or other forms of land use controls for the purpose of assuring that solar energy systems would have access to direct sunlight. 2 The state also established energy efficiency standards for all nonresidential buildings constructed after January 1, 1980.
Finally, Maine enacted several public utility regulatory measures aimed at
encouraging the use of solar energy systems.
A number of solar initiatives adopted in Connecticut are intended to
provide incentives for the use of solar energy systems. One measure authorized a bond sale to finance low-interest loans, available to any resident of
the state for the purchase and installation, in residential dwellings, of solar
'The legal problems associated with ensuring access to sunlight are analyzed in G. HAYES,
SOLAR ACCESS LAW (I979). This recently published study is a valuable addition to the literature
on solar access problems.
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or other alternative energy equipment. 3 Another enactment initiated a loan
program to assist low- and modera~income families in purchasing and installing renewable-energy equipment in new or existing residential buildings. 4 A related measure provides industrial loans for the acquisition and
construction of industrial facilities using solar and other renewable-energy
measures for any industrial applications. S Solar energy systems, broadly
defined, will be exempt from the state sales tax through September 30,
1982.6 Finally, municipalities within the state may exempt passive solar
energy systems from property taxes. 7
Several other measures adopted in Connecticut recognize that the state
itself is a major user of energy. One recent enactment amends the state's
energy policy by providing for the maximum possible development of
renewable-energy measures and conservation measures. 8 Another requires
that future state-wide capital plans provide for increasing use of solar and
other renewable-energy sources in newly constructed state buildings, with
an ultimate goal of 50 percent reliance on renewable sources. 9 A related
measure calls for energy audits and energy performance goals for all new
and existing state-owned buildings. Its primary emphasis is on exploring
possible applications of solar and other renewable-energy measures. 10
II. Judicial Developments
A. Clean Water Act Cases
1. DEFINING "POINT SOURCE"

The definition of a "point source" under the Clean Water Act (CW A) continues to expand in ways that can affect electric utility operations. In United
States v. Earth Sciences, II the Tenth Circuit held that mining activities
could cause point source discharges where the-facts showed that the CWA's
point source definition was met. It reversed a district court that had held all
mining activity to be exempted from point source regulation because Congress listed mining activities in section 304(f) along with other sources of
non point source pollution. The court noted that the point source definition
should be given -"the broadest possible definition" and should embrace
"any identifiable conveyance from which pollutants might enter the waters
of the United States." It said that Congress classified "nonpoint source
pollution as disparate runoff caused primarily by rainfall around activities
that employ or cause pollutants."
'1979 Conn. Legis. Servo 1445.
'Id. at 1746.
'Id. at 1493.
'Id. at 1595.
'Id. at 1258.
'Id. at 1184.
'Id. at 1237.
I old. at 1411.
"599 F.2d 368,13 E.R.C. 1417 (10th Cir. 1979).
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In National Wildlife Federation v. Costle,12 the National Wildlife
Federation argues that the water released over or from dams contains
pollutants, thus constituting the discharge of a pollutant from a point
source and that the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) therefore
should regulate those releases under the National Pollutant Discharge
. Elimination System (NPDES) permit program. EPA and various intervenor
defendants argue that the sediment, supersaturated gas, and low dissolved
oxygen content conditions referred to by the Federation are not caused by
an addition of pollutants from an external source and that other adequate
regulatory tools for their resolution already exist. The litigation is now in
the discovery phase.
2. EFFLUENT LIMITATIONS AND STANDARDS

On March 9 Judge Flannery granted the Natural Resources Defense Council, Inc. (NRDC) and EPA's joint motion to modify the June, 1976, settlement agreement in the toxics litigation and denied intervenors' motion to
vacate that agreement. The court rejected intervenors' argument that the
1977 Amendments to the CW A superseded the settlement agreement. The
modifications allow the EPA more time to develop effluent limitations and
standards and give the EPA greater discretion in determining how to deal
with particular pollutants.
An important recent decision that may prove to be a bellwether in
judicial review of the next round of effluent limitations guidelines is BASF
Wyandotte Corp. v. Costle.1 3
In Cleveland Electric Illuminating Co. v. EPA, to the Sixth Circuit
vacated the EPA veto of a state-issued NPDES permit involving a variance,
ruling that Cleveland Electric should be allowed ·to have its variance request
considered under EPA's reproposal of the "fundamentally different factors" variance provision for the steam-electric effluent limitations guidelines. The court said that EPA must give "due regard" to the findings of the
Ohio EPA on the variance question and that EPA must consider whether
the goals of the CW A are better served by permitting Cleveland Electric to
accelerate its achievement of "best available technology" (BAT) limitations
while skipping the step of compliance with "best practicable control technology" (BPT) requirements.
A state court in Wisconsin Electric Power Co. v. Wisconsin" held that
a state statutory provision providing that Wisconsin requirements could
parallel but not exceed federal water quality requirements had the effect of

"No. 79-0915 (D.D.C. March 29, 1979).
"598 F.2d 637, 13 E.R.C. 1193 (1st Cir. 1979), petition for cert.filed sub nom. Eli Lilly &
Co. v. Costle, No. 79-485, 48 U .S.L. W. 3295 (Sept. 21, 1979). This case is discussed fully in the
Water Quality Committee 1979 Report, infra.
"603 F.2d I, 13 E.R.C. 1549 (6th Cir. 1979).
"280 N.W.2d 218,13 E.R.C. 1368 (Wis. 1979).
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preventing Wisconsin from enacting state water quality standards more
stringent than federal effluent guidelines for the plant category in question.
3. SECTIONS 316(a) AND (b)

The most recent circuit court decision in the long-standing Seabrook
Nuclear Power Plant litigation was rendered by the First Circuit on May 2,
1979. In Seacoast Anti-Pollution League v. Costle,16 the First Circuit
upheld the NPDES permit granted by EPA to the Seabrook plant. It found
that EPA did not err in having its staff remain neutral during the administrative proceedings and that EPA's determination on the facts that the cooling system would have little effect on fish populations was supported in the
record as a whole.
B. Clean Air Act Cases
In New England Legal Foundation v. Costle,17 a district court considered,
among other issues, whether Long Island Lighting Company (LILCO) was
maintaining a federal common law nuisance by burning oil with a higher
sulfur content than that allowed by the state of New York. This litigation
involved efforts by industrial and municipal groups in the state of Connecticut to force changes in the state implementation plans (SIP) of the upwind
states of New York and New Jersey. The court ruled that any changes in
SIPs should take place pursuant to the revisions for nonattainment areas required by the 1977 Amendments. Forcing EPA action on SIP revisions
prior to the statutorily mandated time schedule would be premature. The
court refused to fashion a remedy for the nuisance allegation against
LILCO because the high sulfur content of the fuel had been approved by
EPA in a SIP revision.
Considerable litigation has resulted from EPA's designation of nonattainment areas pursuant to the 1977 Amendments. For example, in Indianapolis. Power & Light Co. v. EPA,18 the Seventh Circuit refused to consider whether the Indiana Air Pollution Control Board had properly complied with state law procedural requirements in recommending designation
of an area as nonattainment, since petitioners had not raised this procedural
objection to the designation in their comments to EPA. The monitoring
data on which the designation depended were found to be sufficient, the
court noting that petitioners would have a chance to comment on any resulting SIP revisions.
For almost three years, EPA has been considering the revision of new
source performance standards (NSPS) for power plants. The final NSPS
were published on June 11.19 In August certain utility companies filed a

"597 F.2d 306, 13 E.R.C. 1001 (1st CiT. 1979).
"475 F. Supp. 425 (D. Conn. 1979).
"605 F.2d 559, 13 E.R.C. 1461 (7th CiT. 1979).
19
44 Fed. Reg. 33,580 (1979).
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petition with EPA for reconsideration of the revised NSPS. That petition
was based upon analyses of the EPA data supporting the final standards.
Judicial challenges to the revised standards were filed by a group of electric
utilities, by the Sierra Club, by the Environmental Defense Fund, Inc.
(EDF), and by the California Air Resources Board. These suits have been
consolidated. Briefing of these cases has been postponed pending EPA's
action on various petitions for reconsideration filed by the utility companies
and others. EPA refused the environmental groups' request to consider
their petition separately from those filed by industry groups because EPA
said that they raised overlapping issues. On October 26 the Sierra Club and
EDF filed a petition seeking to compel EPA to accept or deny the petitions
to reconsider.
In Montana Power Co. v. EPA ,20 the Ninth Circuit ruled that Colstrip
Units 3 and 4 had not "commenced construction" under the terms of both
the pre-1977 and the post-1977 prevention of significant deterioration
(PSD) requirements. As to the pre-1977 PSD requirements, the court said
that EPA could rely on intraagency memoranda to use a comparative cost
ratio in deciding whether losses on termination of contracts would be substantial and that different treatment of other power plant facilities by EPA
did not entitle Montana Power to similar treatment. As to the post-1977
PSD requirements, the court ruled that Montana Power had failed to obtain
all the required state air quality permits and thus had not' 'commenced construction" according to the statutory definition applicable during that
period.
In Central Illinois Public Service Co. v. EPA,21 the Seventh Circuit ruled that EPA had improperly denied a request for an innovative technology
waiver under section III (j) of the Clean Air Act (CAA). EPA denied the request on grounds that it was filed untimely, since the company had not applied for the waiver until several months after the unit in question had
started. EPA cited the requirement of section 111(j) referring to
"proposed" innovations, but the court ruled that an application for the
waiver need not be made solely during the technology's "proposal" stage.
In Union Electric Co. v. EPA,22 the Eighth Circuit reversed an
anomalous district court decision that had granted preenforcement review
and which had granted an injunction against enforcement proceedings by
EPA where a state variance from SIP requirements was pending. The
Eighth Circuit followed the line of cases denying preenforcement review
under the CAA rejecting the argument that such a ruling renders SIP requirements unconstitutional due to the inability to test those requirements
without facing extreme financial hardship. The court noted that Union

2°608 F.2d 334. 337. 13 E.R.C. 1385 (9th Cir. 1979).
21 594 F.2d 636, 12 E.R.C. 2022 (7th Cir. 1979).
"593 F.2d 299.13 E.R.C. 1705 (8th Cir. 1979). cert. denied. 48 U.S.L.W. 3219 (1979).
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Electric could raise issues of economic and technical feasibility in defense to
an enforcement proceeding.

C. Resource Conservation and Recovery Act Cases
I. HAZARDOUS WASTE REGULATIONS

In Illinois v. Cost/e,23 the State of Illinois, the Environmental Defense
Fund, the National Solid Waste Management Association, and Citizens for
A Better Environment succeeded in having the federal district court place
EPA on a schedule for issuing final regulations implementing various sections of RCRA. The schedule was imposed because EPA had not met the
statutory deadlines imposed by Congress for promulgating hazardous and
solid waste regulations under RCRA. The court order required the following schedule for issuing final regulations: Section 4002(b) by June 30, 1979;
sections 4004(a) and l008(a)(3) by July 31, 1979; sections 3005 and 3006 by
October 31, 1979; sections 3001, 3002, 3003, and 3004 by December 31,
1979; and section l008(a)(I) by January 31,1980. The agency has failed to
meet many of these dates.
Environmentalists have attacked this schedule as inadequate, disbelieving the EPA's argument that the extensive comments to be reviewed have
slowed the'progress of implementation of regulations. They claim that the
result will be final regulations in 1981 with no permits issued for hazardous
waste management facilities until 1982. Several environmental groups went
back to court asking that EPA show why it should not be held in contempt
of court for failing to meet the deadline stipulated in the Illinois v. Costle
opinion. The district court denied the plaintiffs' motion and approved the
new schedule which will result in substantial compliance with the original
schedule by April, 1980. H
D. Fuel Transportation Cases
l. NUCLEAR CASES

Just a few weeks after the NRC's new rule requiring NRC approval of spent
fuel routes became effective, the Virginia Sunshine Alliance and others filed
a complaint for declaratory and injunctive relief against the NRC. The suit
involves the NRC's first approval under its new rule of a spent fuel shipping
route for Transnuclear, Inc. In the route approval the NRC authorized
Transnuclear to transport, on an interim basis, spent fuel from foreign test
reactors through Portsmouth, Virginia, one of the cities defined in the rule
as a heavily populated area. The Virginia Sunshine Alliance's complaint
sought a judgment requiring the NRC to rescind its route approval on the
grounds that the new regulations essentially prohibit transportation of spent
fuel through such an area. The complaint also alleged that the NRC's grant-

" _ F. supp. _ , 12 E.R.C. 1597 (D.D.C. 1979).
"Illinois v. Costie, No. 78-1689 (D.D.C. Dec. 18, 1979).
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ing of a route approval is a major federal action significantly affecting the
quality of the human environment and thus requiring the preparation of an
EIS under the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). A group of 21
electric utility companies intervened on the NRC's side in this case. On
August 31, 1979, the court in a memorandum order denied the plaintiffs'
motion for a preliminary injunction B and plaintiffs were appealing this
order at year-end.
2. RAILROAD CASES

In an opinion issued on December 20, 1979/ 6 the Sixth Circuit Court of
Appeals affirmed the Interstate Commerce Commission's (ICC) 1978 decision requiring the Eastern railroads to publish tariffs for the transportation
of nuclear materials. 21 The carriers had transported spent nuclear fuel and
related materials under private contracts, but had never published rates for
such carriage. The railroads claimed that they were not "common carriers"
of nuclear materials and that the ICC had no authority to order them to
provide service. 28 Both the ICC and the Sixth Circuit rejected those
arguments.
The Eastern railroads also argued that they should not be required to
provide carriage for nuclear materials because of the hazardous nature of
the involved commodities. The ICC, noting that the transportation of
nuclear material was subject to safety regulations promulgated by the DOT
and the NRC, rejected the railroads' "safety defense." On appeal, the Sixth
not refuse to transport a
Circuit affirmed. The court held that a carrier may
.
commodity that complies with applicable safety regulations. The court went
on, however, to say that the railroads retained the right to seek more stringent standards from the ICC. In so doing, the court attempted to distinguish the analogous case of Delta Air Lines, Inc. v. CAB,29 which suggests
that an economic regulatory agency should accept the safety regulations of
sister agencies "as establishing both an inner and outer limit on its safety
regulation. "30 Whether, and how, the ICC will exercise the "residual
authority" reserved to it by the Sixth Circuit remains to be seen.
Following the ICC decision in the Special Trains case 31 in 1978, the
DOE filed a complaint against a number of railroads claiming reparations
on the ground that the railroads had illegally required the government to use
and pay for special trains to transport spent fuel and other nuclear materials

.

"Virginia Sunshine Alliance v. Hendrie, Civ. No. 79-1989, (D.D.C. 1979).
"Akron, C. & Y.R.R. v. ICC, No. 78-3425 (6th Cir. Dec. 20, 1979).
"ERDA v. Akron, C. & Y.R.R., No. 36312 (I.C.C., Nov. 22, 1978).
"But see, Winnebago Farmers Elev. Co. v. Chicago & N.W. Transp. Co., F.D. No. 28412
(I.C.C. Mar. 29, 1978).
"543 F.2d 247 (D.e. Cir. 1976).
'Old. at 260.
"Radioactive Materials, Special Train Service, Nationwide, No. 36325 (I.e.e. Div. 2,
Mar. 13, 1978).
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from atomic submarines and defense activities. 32 In an initial decision
served on October 23, 1979, an ICC administrative law judge held that the
government had failed effectively to protest the imposition of special train
requirements by the railroads, so that reparations were inequitable. With
respect to shipments following the date of the Special Trains decision, however, the judge ruled that the railroads were on notice that their conduct was
unreasonable and that reparations were in order.
The United States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit rendered an important decision involving coal rates in 1979. In
Houston Lighting and Power v. United States,33 the court upheld the ICC's
determination that the rates proposed were entitled to "capital incentive"
rate treatment, which means that, once approved, the rates could not be
decreased for five years. Also, the court upheld the rates set by the ICC.
The case is pending in the Supreme Court.
In National Tank Truck Carriers, Inc. v. Burke,34 the Court of Appeals
for the First Circuit affirmed a federal district court's decision granting a
preliminary injunction prohibiting the Rhode Island Division of Public
Utilities and Carriers from enforcing certain state rules and regulations
governing transportation of liquid energy gases. These laws included
routing and time-of-day restrictions as well as certain vehicle equipment requirements and were the subject of an application B by Rhode Island to
DOT for a ruling on their validity under section 112 36 of the HMT A. The
plaintiff had alleged in the district court that the state laws in question were
preempted under the HMT A. The district court issued the preliminary injunction pending DOT's determination of the section 112 application, but
limited the injunction to three requirements pertaining to vehicle equipment. The court found that there was at least a possibility that the equipment laws were preempted and that compliance with the laws in the interim
could be very costly to the carriers. 37 On appeal, the appellants claimed that
the district court lacked authority to issue a preliminary injunction because
(1) the doctrine of primary jurisdiction barred it from making initial determinations of consistency with the HMT A under section 112, and (2) that
even if the court could issue an injunction, it had abused its discretion in
doing so in this instance.
After reviewing the language in section 112, the First Circuit concluded
that the doctrine of primary jurisdiction does not bar an initial judicial
determination that a state regulation is inconsistent with and preempted by
the HMT A. The court also found that the district court had not improperly

"Department of Energy v. Baltimore and O. R.R., No. 37076 (I.C.c. 1979).
"606 F.2d 1131 (D.C. Cir. 1979).
"No. 79-1057 (1st Cir., Oct. 12, 1979).
"44 Fed. Reg. 13,617 (1979).
"49 U.S.C.A. § 1811(a).
"National Tank Truck Carriers, Inc. v. Burke, C.A. No. 78-0621 (D.R.I., Dec. 12, 1978)
(order granting preliminary injunction).
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applied the standards for granting a preliminary injunction. Significantly,
in allowing the preliminary injunction to remain in effect, the court went
further to instruct the lower court that if it believed that the DOT's section
112 ruling was being delayed for too long, it could decide the preemption
issue without waiting for the DOT's ruling.
As a final note to this court decision, on December 13, 1979, the DOT's
Materials Transportation Bureau issued an inconsistency ruling on the
Rhode Island application. 38 In its ruling, the agency found that two of the
three vehicle equipment requirements were inconsistent with the HMT A
and thus preempted by it. It also held that some of Rhode Island's operating
requirements for motor vehicles transporting liquid energy gases were inconsistent with the HMT A and preempted. These included the requirement
to obtain a permit from the state and the time-of-day travel restrictions.
III. Administrative Developments
A. Under the Clean Water Act
1. TOXIC AND THERMAL BAT

EP A is progressing slowly in its BAT toxics rulemaking for the electric utility industry. In a recent Federal Register notice, the Regulatory Council set
out EPA's schedule and the basic scope of this rulemaking. 39 It appears that
EPA is already lagging behind the schedule published there.
On March 27, 1979, EPA issued, for comment, guidelines indicating
the factors it would consider in determining whether to revise the list of substances deemed toxic under section 307 of the CWA. Petitioners for revision
would have to document among other things, the pollutant's toxicity or lack
of adverse effects on the environment and its carcinogenicity, persistence,
and bioaccumulation. 40
EPA is progressing slowly in its thermal BAT rulemaking for the
steam-electric industry. EPA indicated in its Federal Register notice concerning steam-electric industry effluent limitations guidelines that it will not
propose new thermal rules when it proposes new chemical BAT rules. 4 \
2. HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCE REGULATION
K.

Section 311

EPA proposed new "hazardous substance" regulations under section 311
on February 16. 42 Its section 311 rules were originally promulgated last
year, but were invalidated in Manufacturing Chemists Ass'n (MCA) v.
Cost/e. 43 EPA and MCA then worked out a legislative proposal to resolve

"44 Fed. Reg.
"44 Fed. Reg.
"44 Fed. Reg.
"44 Fed. Reg.
"44 Fed. Reg.
"451 F. Supp.

75,566 (Dec. 20, 1979).
68,251 (1979).
18,279 (1979).
68,251 (1979):
10,271 (1979).
902,11 E.R.C. 1792 (W.O. La. 1978).
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their differences, which was enacted last year. Under the proposed rules,
companies could be held liable for any hazardous substance present in their
waste streams, unless the substance is identified in the new NPDES permit
application and some form of treatment is provided.
EPA published final "hazardous substance" regulations under section
311 on August 29, 1979. 44 These regulations became-effective on September
28, 1979. It is now necessary for companies to report spills of designated
hazardous substances which exceed the reportable quantities set forth in the
final regulations. The final regulations broadened the exclusion for discharges of hazardous substances from point sources with NPDES permits.
The final rules exclude all continuous or anticipated intermittent discharges
which originate within the manufacturing or treatment system of an
NPDES-permitted facility, regardless of whether the pollutant is identified
in the permit application. 45
Thus, for point sources with NPDES permits, EPA intends to limit section 311 to discharges caused by spills. An additional exclusion for certain
spills is available under section 117. 12(c). To qualify for this exclusion, the
permit application, permit, or public record must identify (1) the substance
and the amount; (2) the origin and source of the substance; and (3) a treatment system which can treat the spill. In addition, the NPDES permit must
contain a requirement that the substance will be treated, and the treatment
to be provided must be in place. Subsequent inquiry of the EPA indicates
that storage capability for ultimate off-site disposal qualifies as a "treatment system."
This exclusion makes it important for an applicant for an NPDES permit to consider whether any hazardous substances it may spill can be treated
by its existing treatment system with equipment that would be feasible to install. At least in cases where an existing treatment system can treat the spill,
it may be advantageous for companies to report the substance and request a
permit requirement. This would protect against liability under section 311.
H would also, however, create potential liability under the NPDES permit.
In a separate but related part of the August 29 Federal Register, EPA
proposed revision to the June 14 NPDES application form proposal insofar
as it pertains to section 311.46
In other rulemaking activity under section 311, EPA issued an Advance
Notice of Proposed Rulemaking on February 16 concerni~g expansion of
the criteria for designating hazardous substances to include several chronic
and long-term effects, such as carcinogenicity, bioaccumulation, and radioactivity.47 On November 13, 1979, EPA removed calcium oxide and calcium
hydroxide from the list of hazardous substances. 48
"44 Fed. Reg. 50,766 (1979).

"See § 117.12(d), 44 Fed. Reg. 50,778 (1979).
"44 Fed. Reg. 50,780 (1979).
"44 Fed. Reg. 10,270 (1979).
4144 Fed. Reg. 65,400 (1979).
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b. DOT Hazardous Substance Regulations

The Department of Transportation (DOT) regulates the shipment of
hazardous materials pursuant to its authority under the Hazardous Materials Transportation Act (HMTA). It presently imposes packaging, labeling, and reporting requirements on a long list of materials. 49 On February
22, 1979, DOT proposed regulations which would expand its list of hazardous materials to include the 299 substances designated as hazardous by EPA
under CW A section 311. As proposed, these regulations could cover material such as coal, ash, and sludge which contain only trace amounts of some
of the 299 hazardous substances. Utilities would then have to comply with
DOT's packaging and labeling requirements when transporting these raw
materials and wastes. No final action has yet been taken.
c. Section 304(e) BMPs
EPA's proposed section 304(e) regulations have been folded into its reform
of NPDES regulations and have now been promulgated in final form with
those final NPDES rules. EPA has deferred the effective date of the best
management practices (BMP) rules until 60 days after it publishes notice
that BMP guidance information is available. 50 BMPs (for ancillary industrial activities, e.g., on-site industrial activities such as material storage
and waste disposal) would then have to be set in NPDES permits for toxic
pollutants (listed under section 307(a)(1) and hazardous substances (listed
under section 311) which may reach waters of the United States in significant amounts, either case-by-case or by use of section 304(e) BMP effluent
limitations guidelines. In addition, each discharger would have to prepare
and implement a BMP program (to be incorporated into the NPDES permit
by reference) which prevents or minimizes the potential for the release of
toxic or hazardous pollutants unless the permit already contains adequate
controls. The plan would have to be developed within six months and implemented within one year, unless more time was needed to coordinate the
BMP plan with a new Spill Prevention and Control and Countermeasure
plan. Release of covered pollutants not in accordance with the BMP plan
would be a permit violation.
d. Section 311(j)(1)(C) SPCC Plans for
Hazardous Substances

EPA proposed Spill Prevention and Control and Countermeasure (SPCC)
implementing regulations for comment. 51 They would require, for nontransportation-related onshore and offshore facilities subject to the permitting requirements of section 402 of the CW A, a plan designed to prevent
discharges of hazardous substances into navigable waters. The SPCC plan
would be prepared by owners or operators of all onshore or offshore facil-

"See 49 C.F.R. Parts 171-79 (1978).
'°44 Fed. Reg. 47,063 (1979).
"43 Fed. Reg. 39,276 (1978).
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ities subject to NPDES permitting requirements under CWA section 402, in
accordance with the requirements of section 151.7. Compliance with SPCC
plan requirements would be established as a minimum level of control for
BMP plans and would be incorporated into BMP plans by reference. S2 The
plan would have to be prepared within six months of modification or issuance of the NPDES permit for the facility and would have to be implemented within one year. The Enforcement Division could authorize time extensions if it finds the owner/operator cannot meet requirements despite all
good faith and reasonable efforts. Any owner/operator seeking an extension would have to submit a letter of request to the Enforcement Division
director.
Final SPCC rules were not promulgated with the final NPDES rules
but are expected to come out within the next six months.
3. WATER QUALITY CRITERIA AND STANDARDS

EPA published the following toxic pollutants' information for public comment: Water quality criteria for 27 of the 65 toxic pollutants on March 15,
1979;13 for an additional 26 pollutants on July 25, 1979;54 and for the remaining 12 on October 1, 1979." For each of the pollutants, the EPA has
attempted to develop proposed criteria for the protection of (1) fresh water
and salt water aquatic life and (2) human health.
The proposed criteria mark a new initiative by EPA in the water quality
criteria and stanc;ilards area. Prior to their proposal, several of the draft
criteria that the EPA had circulated based human health protection on the
interim primary drinking water standards under the Safe Drinking Water
Act. The proposed criteria adopt a new "risk-assessment" technique for all
suspected carcinogens. They assume that any exposure to a carcinogen is
able to induce cancer (by adoption of the "one hit" model) and presumptively establish a zero exposure requirement, to be exceeded only on
grounds of infeasibility. Thus, many of the proposed human health criteria
are much more stringent than EPA has previously considered. Second, the
proposed criteria for the protection of aquatic life are not derived exclusively from the most conservative values found by EPA in the literature. Instead, they are calculated according to the methodology guidelines proposed by EPA on May 18, 1978,56 and on March 15, 1979. 57
On July 10, 1978, EPA published a statement describing its current
policy regarding state water quality standards under section 303 of the

"In the final BMP regulations published on June 7, 1979, EPA retreated from this position. It made inclusion of SPCC plans in BMP programs discretionary rather than mandatory.
See § 125.104(b)(i).
"44 Fed. Reg. 15,926 (1979)
"44 Fed. Reg. 43,660 (1979).
"44 Fed. Reg. 56,628 (1979).
"44 Fed. Reg. 21,508 (1978).
"44 Fed. Reg. 15,926 (1979).
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CW A and an Advance Notice of Proposed Rulemaking proposing certain
far-reaching changes. sa The changes would essentially assert presumptive
federal minima for all aspects of water quality standards. It now appears
that the EPA is actively developing regulations to implement the policies
described in the Advance Notice of Proposed Rulemaking.
4. NPDES PROGRAM
a. Final NPDES Regulations

After several years of preparation, EPA has promulgated final regulations
reorganizing and reforming its NPDES procedural rules. 59 These regulations completely restructure the issuance of NPDES permits and must be
read carefully.
These rules have been appealed by numerous industry and environmental groups in various federal appellate and district courts. A number of procedural issues are now being briefed and resolved (e.g., venue, jurisdiction,
and ripeness) and the cases are not likely to be briefed on the merits before
the middle of next year.
b. New NPDES Application Form and
Accompanying Regulations

EPA proposed new NPDES application forms and accompanying regulations on June 14, 1979. 60 In the preamble to the proposed application form
regulations, EPA announced a new NPDES permitting strategy to cover the
129 toxic pollutants which it is required to regulate by the 1977 Amendments to the CWA. That strategy involves case-by-case determination of
applicable effluent limitations for all toxic pollutants reported in significant
amounts that are not subject to rulemaking by the Effluent Guidelines Division (or for ,"indicator" pollutants chosen to ensure adequate treatment of
toxics). It involves use of an EPA Treatability Manual in "best engineering
judgment" determinations and use of other limits ("application formbased" limits) based on values reported in the NPDES permit application.
These "application form-based" limitations would be derived by limiting a
discharger to five times the quantities reported in his application form (or
five times the detection limit of the analytical method if no level is
reported). This 5 x multiplier is designed to account for nonrandom variability, although dischargers will be given the opportunity to demonstrate
the need for a higher multiplier.
Under these rules, all class I industries, including electric utility power
plants, would be required as part of the application form submission process to use gas chromatography/mass spectrometry (GC/MS) to analyze
their process waste for the 129 priority pollutants. Compliance monitoring
would generally be limited to testing for the indicator pollutants, with the
"44 Fed. Reg. 29,588 (1978).
"44 Fed. Reg. 32,854 et seq. (1979).
6°44 Fed. Reg. 34,346 (1979).
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possible exception of periodic scans (e.g., yearly with GC/MS). EPA is also
seriously considering biomonitoring as an "indicator" of the presence of
toxic substances.
EPA is apparently hoping to have the new NPDES forms ready for use
in April 1980. EPA intends to give industry time to do the necessary sampling and analysis after the forms are available. With this delay and the
present uncertainty.over sampling requirements and methods, industry does
not need to rush into sampling programs. It is likely that companies applying for renewal before next September will be able to use the existing forms.
EPA's new schedule leaves one problem: the present short-term permit
policy. NPDES permits issued for power plants since May 1978 will generally expire September 30, 1980. EPA had planned to be ready to issue
final BAT permits controlling toxic discharges by then. But since the new
NPDES form, which is a key to EPA's BAT permit strategy, will not be
ready for use by March, 1980, EPA is aware that it cannot issue BAT permits for the electric utility industry by September 30. The EPA must, as a
result, revise its short-term permit policy in some fashion.
c. EPA's Proposed Consolidated Permit Regulations

EPA promulgated proposed new regulations on June 14, 1979, consolidat. ing permit processing for NPDES permits, Resource Conservation and
Recovery Act (RCRA) permits, PSD permits, and Underground Injection
Control permits under the Safe Drinking Water Act. 6 I. The proposed regulations essentially repromulgate the final NPDES rules unchanged, except for
the reorganization necessary for consolidation.
Under proposed revisions to EPA's consolidated permit rules, states
with delegation of the environmental programs under EPA's consolidated
permit regulations would be required to allow the public, as a matter of
right, to intervene in state enforcement actions. 62 The right of intervention
in state court actions under the proposed rule would be comparable to intervention rights in federal court actions under section 505 of the CWA. This
proposed rule is in response to, but goes beyond the requirements of, a recent court decision, Citizens/or a Better Environment v. EPA ,63 which held
that the agency had not required adequate public access during the state enforcement process.
5. EPA STATEMENT OF PROCEDURES ON
FLOODPLAIN/WETLANDS DEVELOPMENT

On January 5, EPA published a Statement of Procedures on Floodplain
Management and Wetlands Protection. 6 < EPA's Statement of Procedures is
intended to implement two Executive Orders regarding floodplains and

·'44 Fed. Reg. 34,244 et seq. (1979).
·'44 Fed. Reg. 49,275 (1979).
·'596 F.2d 720, 12 E.R.C. 1657 (7th Cir. 1979).
·'44 Fed. Reg. 1455 (1979).
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wetlands. It would require program offices within EPA to adopt procedures
designed to prevent any direct or indirect federal support of wetlands or
floodplain development, unless there is no practicable alternative to such
development. These procedures could make it very difficult to site new ash
ponds or other facilities which require NPDES or RCRA permits in wetlands or floodplains.
6. SECTION 404 DEVELOPMENTS-REGULATORY ACTION

The EPA proposed revisions to its guidelines used to measure the impact on
the environment of disposal sites for dredged or fill material on September
18. 6' This major rulemaking sets out requirements for evaluating alternative
dredge and fill plans, noting that water quality considerations alone are not
determinative, but that impact of dredged or filled material on wildlife
habitat and commercial fishing must also be weighed.
Procedures for exercise of EPA's section 404(c) veto power over section 404 permit requests were issued in final form on October 9. 66 The
EPA's section 404 authority was clarified recently when the Attorney
General ruled in an advisory opinion that EPA and not the Army Corps of
Engineers, determines what constitutes "navigable waters" under section
404 and in determining exemptions under section 404(0 for such activities
as farming and emergency reconstruction of dams. The opinion noted that
EPA must have overall responsibility for administering the CW A, since it
has enforcement power over dredge or fill permits and may veto, on environmental grounds, a permit issued by the corps.67
7. EPA'S RACE-TO-THE-COURTHOUSE REGULATIONS

On June 4, 1979, EPA proposed new regulations to solve the unseemly
"race-to-the-courthouse" that now occurs under 28 U.S.C. § 2112(a) concerning judicial review of EPA action under section 509(b) of the CW A. 68
EPA proposed that the moment of final action for purposes of judicial
review be "1:00 P.M. eastern time ... on the date which is one week after the
day such promulgation or approval is published in the Federal Register. "69
UW AG filed comments noting that the solution to the racing problem
(delaying all regulations by one week) chosen by EPA may, as a practical
matter, result in limiting judicial review to the District of Columbia Circuit,
contrary to the intent of CWA section 509.
In Virginia Electric and Power Company v. EPA,70 the Fourth Circuit
upheld EPA action postponing the point of promulgation of its final

"44 Fed. Reg. 54,222 (1979).
6644 Fed. Reg. 58,076 (1979).
6'43 Op. AU'y Gen. No. 15 (1979).
61
44 Fed. Reg. 32,006 (1979).
6'44 Fed. Reg. 32,007 (1979).
,oNos. 79-1308, 78-1323, 79-1333, 79-1347 (4th Cir. Dec. 4, 1979).
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NPDES regulations in the same fashion proposed by the "race-to-thecourthouse" regulations discussed above. The court said that EPA's
method of providing equal opportunity for judicial review was a reasonable
attempt to avoid confusion and expense and was within its authority.
B. Under The Clean Air Act
1. GENERAL ADMINISTRATION

As required by section 301(a)(2) of the Clean Air Act (CAA), EPA issued
proposed rules on March 9 that would require consistency among its
regional offices in administering the CAA. 71 These rules areintended to (1)
assure uniform application of criteria, procedures, and policies; (2) assure
an adequate quality audit of the states in carrying out CAA; (3) provide a
mechanism to identify and standardize inconsistent criteria, procedures,
and policies; (4) instruct regional offices to obtain agreement from headquarters on any significant interpretation of CAA; and (5) require the
regions to follow specific directions from the administrator on how each
rule is to be carried out. The regulations are also intended to see that no
states offer inducements to attract industrial developments.
2. AIR QUALITY CRITERIA AND STANDARDS
a. Ambient Air Quality Standards for
S02 and Particulate Matter

The CAA requires EPA to review and revise the S02 and particulate criteria
documents by December 31, 1980. EPA is now expected to publish an external draft of the combined criteria document for SOx and particulates in
April, 1980. EPA is combining the criteria document because these two substances act together to cause adverse health effects. The document is to be
issued in four volumes: Air Quality, Welfare Effects, Health Effects, and
Overall Summary and Conclusions. There will, however, still be separate
emission standards for SOx and particulates.
b. Ambient Air QuaUty Standards for
Noncriteria Pollutants

On December 27, the EPA listed radionuclides (radioactive pollutants) as a
hazardous pollutant under section 112. EPA has six months from that time
to determine if initial or additional controls are needed to limit radionuclides and what those limits may be. Because of the large number of
sources, however, EPA is not expected to meet that time frame. The EPA
has determined that the greatest risk from radioactive air pollutants to large
populations is posed by coal-fired power plants in urban areas and intends
to set separate standards for this category. Separate standards may also be
expected for the categories of uranium mines and mills and nuclear facilities, while the remaining sources may be covered by a single standard.

"44 Fed. Reg. 13,043 (1979).
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c. Ambient Air Quality Monitoring

EPA adopted final regulations on May 10 that require a nationwide network of air monitoring stations. 72 The rules, mandated by section 319 of the
CAA Amendments of 1977, require states to follow uniform procedure in
monitoring pollutants for which National Ambient Air Quality Standards
have been established. The network will provide data for state implementation plans (SIP's), and states will be required to summarize the data annually for EPA.
3. NONATTAINMENT

EPA's Emission Offset Ruling, originally published on December 21, 1976,
was revised on January 16, 1979, without prior opportunity for public comment on the revisions. 73 Besides containing certain onerous requirements
regarding modeling assumptions and the "bubble" concept, this ruling requires that new facilities obtain "offsets" for their emissions so that the air
quality in the vicinity of a proposed new facility will improve after the plant
comes into operation. In addition, the ruling expressly prohibits the issuance of a construction permit for a proposed facility if the applicant owns
another facility in the state which is not in compliance with applicable emission limitations.
The deadline for approval by EPA of SIPs passed 0]1 is July 1. The
EPA has not required any growth restrictions during the four-month period
of processing the submittals for those plans submitted before July 1. Those
states that did not submit SIPs before the deadline were to suffer construction restrictions. SIPs that substantially meet EPA requirements were to be
approved conditionally, provided the state was making a good faith effort
to correct the deficiencies. 74
On December 11, EPA published its bubble policy for the control of air
pollution, which would allow companies in certain situations to control
emissions fro'm whole plants, rather than from each individual source. 7~
Individual sources within a plant could emit more of a pollutant, if the
increase was offset equally by a decrease itt the same pollutant from another
source. There were three main changes from the policy as proposed in
January: (1) the bubble may cover more than one plant in the same area; (2)
EPA may approve compliance date extensions in special circumstances; and
(3) states may consider trading "open dust" for particulates in certain circumstances (which EPA admits will be extremely rare). According to the
final policy (1) the bubble would not affect any new sources or modifications under nonattainment or PSD programs, NSPS programs, or CAA section 112 regulation of hazardous pollutants; (2) the bubble may only be

"44 Fed. Reg. 27,558, 72,589 (1979).
"44 Fed. Reg. 3274 (1979).
"See Fed. Reg. 20,372, 38,471, 38,583 (1979).
"44 Fed. Reg. 71,780 (1979).
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used for pollutants in an area that has an SIP-approved schedule for the
pollutant to meet the CAA's deadline for attainment; (3) only pollutants of
the same type may be traded; (4) control of hazardous pollutants cannot be
relaxed through trades with less toxic pollutants; and (5) development of the
concept cannot delay enforcement of federal and state requirements.
EPA issued final regulations on intergovernmental cooperation and
consultation in developing SIPs on June 18, 1979, as required by section
121.76 On November 27, EPA issued proposed rulemaking to make sure SIP
revisions (modifications changing compliance schedules, sampling and testing methods, or emission limitations) are submitted in accordance with
proper procedural requirements. 77
4. TALL ST ACK REGULATION

Like NSPS and the ambient standards for the S02 particulate matter combination, the CAA provision regarding tall stacks seems to be focused on
the electric utility industry. EPA has proposed rules that would reduce
allowable emissions for certain existing sources (perhaps drastically for
those with tall stacks located in uneven terrain) and restrict the siting of new
facilities. 78
EPA's regulations would affect all facilities near a source with a tall
stack because the background air quality used to set the emission limitations
for such facilities would be governed by fictitious stack height "credits"
rather than by the actual air quality. EPA's proposed rules contain a more
liberal grand fathering provision than was considered during the preproposal period as well as "credits" for (1) reheat after a scrubber and (2)
directing multiple flues into a single stack.
5. VISIBILITY PROTECTION GUIDELINES

The report to Congress on the progress of dealing with visibility impairment
in Class 1 areas was finally given on November 9, over a year later than was
required by the CAA.79 The report said that the visibility goals cannot be
addressed with specific strategies at this point because of the lack of knowledge linking specific sources to visibility impairment. Corrective and preventative measures, however, can be dealt with presently with success. EPA
did recommend that visibility outside of Class 1 areas should be protected,
but was unsure of Congress's intent for this extension of the agency's
authority. The report attributed visibility problems to fine solid or liquid
particles (and to a lesser extent to N02) which cause light scattering and
light absorption. Identifying the sources of these particles is the key to
understanding general haze. This is difficult because of the wide transport
of this type of pollution.
76
44 Fed. Reg. 35,176 (1979).
"44 Fed. Reg. 67,675 (1979).
"44 Fed. Reg. 2608 (1979).
"USEPA, PROTECTING VISIBILITY: AN EPA REpORT TO CoNGRESS (1979).
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On November 30, EPA filed an Advance Notice of Proposed Rulemaking providing guidelines for use by states in creating regulations to protect visibility.80 EPA's intent is to propose regulations by May 18, 1980,
with final adoption by November 15, 1980. The agency is proposing a
phased approach, tackling the most obvious cases of existing impairment
first and then seeking the prevention of future impairment from new
sources. Best available retrofit technology required under CAA for sources
of visibility impairment that were less than 15 years old as of August 7,
1977, will initially only be required in instances of single source haze and
plume blight. EPA is seeking comments on (1) how to coordinate the rulemaking process between state and federal entities, since the states have
primary responsibility in implementing the regulations, although EPA has
ultimate authority; (2) how to coordinate a visibility surveillance program;
(3) how to define "significant" visibility impairment; and (4) how to model
for visibility.
EPA adopted without change its proposed list of Class 1 areas for the
protection of visibility on November 30. 81 CAA designated all international
parks, national memorial parks, and wilderness areas of more than 5,000
acres, and national parks of more than 6,000 acres as mandatory Class 1
areas, and EPA found visibility important in 156 out of 158 of these
Class 1 areas.
C. Under the Resource Recovery and
Conservation Act
In 1979, EPA promulgated final regulations under RCRA governing
"Guidelines for Development and Implementation of State Solid Waste
Management PLans,"82 and "Criteria for Classification of Solid Waste
Disposal Facilities. "83 In addition, EPA published regulations governing
"Public Participation in Programs Under the Resource Conservation and
Recovery Act, the Safe Drinking Water Act, and the Clean Water Act. "84
The EPA did not meet the court-ordered deadline of December, 1979,
for final issuance of the key hazardous waste management regulations
under RCRA but has said that a "core" (sections 3001 and 3004 regulations) for the management program will be out by April, 1980. Significant
changes are expected to be included in the reproposed regulations under sections 3001 and 3004, including changes in (1) the list of hazardous wastes;
(2) criteria for listing wastes as hazardous; (3) contents of petitions for approval of equivalent sampling, testing, and analytical methods; (4) regulation of reused/recovered wastes; (5) technical standards for landfills, land-

1
°44 Fed. Reg. 69,116 (1979).
"44 Fed. Reg. 69,122 (1979).
"40 C.F.R. Part 256, 44 Fed. Reg. 45,066-86 (1979).
"40 C.F.R. Part 257, 44 Fed. Reg. 53,438-64 (1979) and 44 Fed. Reg. 54,708, 58,910
(1979) (corrections).
"40 C.F.R. Part 25, 44 Fed. Reg. 10,286-97 (1979).
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farms, and surface impoundments; (6) regulation of storage of waste piles;
and (7) regulation of "special" hazardous wastes. The EPA expects final
regulations for sections 3002 (generators), 3003 (transporters), 3005 (permit
regulations), and 3010 (preliminary notification) to be promulgated in
February, 1980, but not to be effective until after section 3001 regulations
are issued.
EPA published final sanitary landfill criteria on September 13, 1979. 8'
The criteria were issued under sections l008(a)(3) and 4004(a) of RCRA and
are designed to determine acceptable standards for "sanitary landfills" for
disposal of nonhazardous solid wastes. Existing waste disposal sites will be
considered "open dumps," thus having to be closed or upgraded to "sanitary landfills," if they do not meet the criteria, and new "open dumps" will
be prohibited. These provisions would be enforced by states and not by
EPA. RCRA requires the EPA to publish an inventory of all facilities that
do not comply with the criteria, and EPA apparently intends to accomplish
this by funding state agencies to do so.
D. Concerning the Transportation of Fuels
l. RADIOACTIVE MATERIALS

Even before the Three Mile Island accident, 1979 promised to be an active
year for administrative and legislative developments concerning the transportation of radioactive materials. The previous year had ended with the
filing of comments by numerous groups, individuals, and governmental entities in response to an advance notice of proposed rulemaking published by
the DOT in August, 1978. 86 The DOT notice had invited comments on the
need and possible methods for establishing routing requirements applicable
to highway carriers of radioactive materials. The notice was precipitated by
the issuance of an opinion by the DOT's Materials Transportation Bureau
in April, 1978,87 with respect to the validity of a New York City Health
Code ordinance which effectively banned the movement of certain radioactive materials through the city. The DOT's opinion had concluded that
the HMTA's routing authority would be sufficient to preempt inconsistent
state and local routing requirements. But because no routing requirements
had yet been established under that act, there could be no federal preemption of the city's ban on transportation at that time. 88 Not unexpectedly, the
survival of the New York City ban on transportation of radioactive materials contributed to a proliferation of some 38 additional bans and restrictions in other municipalities and states around the country.
On June 15, 1979, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) published on 30 days' notice an "interim" final rule 89 establishing for the first
"See 44 Fed. Reg. 53,465-68 (1979) (proposed changes to final rules).
"43
"43
"43
"44

Fed.
Fed.
Fed.
Fed.

Reg.
Reg.
Reg.
Reg.

36,492 (1978).
16,954 (1978).
16,956-57 (1978).
34,466 (1979).
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time requirements for the physical protection of spent fuel 90 shipments. The
NRC decided to establish the safeguards requirements without prior opportunity for public comment as a result of a study91 completed in May, 1978,
by Sandia Laboratories which suggested that sabotage of spent fuel shipments has the potential for producing serious radiological consequences in
areas of high population density. 92 Since a confirmatory research program
with respect to the Sandia study findings could take some time to complete,
the NRC concluded that, as part of its Atomic Energy Act health and safety
obligations, it had to make the new requirements immediately effective.
Among other things, the new rule, effective July 16, 1979, requires that the
NRC be notified in advance of each spent fuel shipment and that it approve
the route in advance of the shipment. It also requires that the route be
planned to avoid, "where practicable," heavily populated areas. Additional
safeguard measures are specified in the new rule. At the close of 1979, the
NRC was in the process of considering revisions to the rule based on the
numerous comments it had received concerning the rule. 93
Although comments in response to DOT's advance notice of proposed
rulemaking for highway routing of all radioactive materials were due
January 1, 1979, and many were filed by that date or shortly thereafter, no
further activity occurred in this docket (HM-I64) in 1979. It is anticipated
that the DOT will publish a proposed rule in the early part of 1980.
There was much activity in 1979 with respect to the transportation of
low level waste to burial grounds in Washington, Nevada, and South Carolina. Two of these sites were closed at various times during the year. At
year-end, the NRC amended its regulations, effective December 3, 1979, to
require that all shipments of licensed material, except for shipments subject
to United States Postal Service regulations, be made in accordance with
regulations of the DOT.94 In amending its regulations the NRC noted (1) the
increasing number of shipments of low specific activity materials and of
Type A quantities of radioactive materials and (2) that there had been an increasing number of incidents involving these materials. The NRC believes
that the basic cause of many of these incidents is the use of defective shipping containers and improper loading and preparation of packages for
shipment. 91 The amendments are intended to assure that these low-level
shipments are conducted in accordance with federal regulations by allowing

'·Spent fuel is that fuel which has been used in the reactor of a nuclear power plant and
has reached the end of its useful life.
"SAND77-1927, Transport of Radionuclides in Urban Environs: A Working Draft
Assessment (May 1978).
92
44 Fed. Reg. 34,466-67 (1979).
"At year end the NRC and the FBI released a Memorandum of Understanding which provides for coordinated action by the two agencies in order to deal effectively with theft or
sabotage attempts against NRC licensed nuclear materials and facilities. See 44 Fed. Reg.
75,535 (1979).
"44 Fed. Reg. 63,083 (1979).
"44 Fed. Reg. at 63,084 (1979).
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the NRC to inspect its licensees' activities and to take enforcement actions
in this area. 96
2. COAL

The transporation of coal to electric utilities by railroad became an increasingly controversial issue in 1979. Rates for coal movements have generally
increased at least as fast as inflation.
Many coal rates increased in late 1978 by 9 to 13 percent in Ex parte
No. 357, one in a series of general rate increases. Coal rates increased by
similar amounts late in 1979 in Ex parte No. 368. The ICC's decisions in
those cases are under review in two United States courts of appeals. In light
of a recent Supreme Court opinion sharply limiting judicial review of similar decisions, however, it is likely that the ICC's decisions in Ex parte Nos.
357 and 368 will not be reversed.
Individual rates have 'increased well beyond the levels permitted in the
general rate increases. In the San Antonio case, for example, the approved
rate has increased nearly 100 percent in less than three years. Coal rates on
the Louisville & Nashville Railroad and in the midwest increased by an additional 22 percent in 1979. Other movements have substantial increases,
although some movements were subject to "hold-downs" by the ICC.
E. Concerning Solar Energy
The past year saw a number of important developments in the field of solar
law, particularly at the federal level. President Carter, in his long-awaited
address on solar energy, proclaimed "a national goal of meeting one-fifth
... of our energy needs with solar and renewable resources by the end of
this century. "91 Congress grappled with proposals to establish a national
solar energy development bank and to expand existing tax incentives for the
use of solar power in residential and commercial applications. Finally,
several administrative agencies published regulations that promise to have a
significant impact on solar use.
The Small Business Administration (SBA) issued its regulations 98 under
the Small Business Energy Loan Act, discussed in last year's annual report.
This program authorizes SBA loans and loan guarantees for small business
concerns in the fields of manufacturing, selling, installing, servicing, or
developing specific energy measures. Eligible energy measures, defined in
the new regulations, include active and passive solar equipment,
photovoltaic cells, biomass energy equipment, hydroelectric power equipment, and conservation measures.

"On December 3, 1979, the NRC notified its licensees of the criteria it will be using for
determining enforcement actions for failure to comply with 10 C.F.R. 71 requirements. See 44
Fed. Reg. 77,135 (1979).
"15 WEEKLY CoMP. OF PRES. Doc. 1097, 1099 (June 20, 1979).
"44 Fed. Reg. 1369 (1979) (to be codified at 13 C.F.R. Part 130).
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The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission issued proposed regulations 99 under section 210 of the Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act of
1978 (PURPA). These rules, aimed at encouraging cogeneration and smallscale power production, would impose two requirements on electric utilities. First, utlities would have to purchase electric energy from qualifying
cogenerators or small power producers 100 at a rate that reflected the utilities'
avoided costs. Second, utilities would be obliged to furnish electric energy
to such facilities on a nondiscriminatory basis and at a just and reasonable
rate.
The Department of Energy (DOE) issued proposed voluntary guidelines under PURPA for ratemaking and utility regulation with respect to
solar energy and renewable resources. 101 These guidelines address the eleven
specific regulatory standards set forth in PURP A and analyze the effect
that adoption of these standards might have on the use of solar energy and
renewable resources by utility customers. The guidelines are intended to aid
state regulatory authorities in determining whether to adopt some or all of
the eleven PURPA standards.
DOE also published its extensive final regulations 102 establishing the
Residential Conservation Service (RCS) program, pursuant to Title II of the
National Energy Conservation Policy Act (NECPA). The RCS program is
designed to encourage installation of energy conservation measures in existing homes by residential customers of the larger and gas electric utilities. To
further this goal, utilities will be required to provide a comprehensive
energy audit for each residential customer, during which the auditor will
recommend appropriate energy-conserving practices and estimate the savings that could be realized with renewable-resource energy equipment, including active or passive solar equipment. The RCS program is to be implemented through state plans, which must be submitted to the secretary of
energy by September, 1980.
In additon, DOE proposed rules that would establish energy performance standards for new buildings. 103 These rules, mandated by the Energy
Conservation Standards for New Buildings Act of 1976, seek to achieve the
maximum practicable increases in both energy efficiency and the use of
renewable energy sources for all new residential and commercial buildings.
The proposal would establish energy budget levels for different categories
of buildings in different climates throughout the United States. New buildings would then be subject to the requirement that their projected levels of
energy consumption could not exceed the applicable energy budget level. In
9944 Fed. Reg. 61,190 (1979).
100The Commission's proposed rules for determining whether cogenerators or small-scale
power producers are "qualifying facilities" under section 201 of PURPA were published at 44
Fed. Reg. 38,873 (1979).
101 44 Fed. Reg. 60,236 (1979).
10'44 Fed. Reg. 64,602 (1979) (to be codified at 10 C.F.R. Part 456).
10'44 Fed. Reg. 68,120 (1979).
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order to encourage the use of solar equipment in new construction, energy
supplied by solar power would not be counted as part of a building's projected energy consumption and thus would not "use up" any of the energy
budget level. Implementation of the proposed standards would rest primarily with state and local governments. However, all federal financial assistance for new construction, such as federally subsidized or federally insured
housing, will be denied to an area unless the state certifies to DOE that the
standards have been implemented for that area.
Finally, DOE issued rules implementing the Solar in Federal Buildings
Demonstration Program, pursuant to Title V of NECPA.lo4 Under this
program, DOE will provide funding for demonstration projects developed
by other federal agencies that incorporate solar heating or cooling
technology in federal office buildings. The program rules address the procedures for submission of projects, the information that agencies must supply along with their projects, and the criteria to be used by DOE in
'evaluating the projects.
The Colorado Public Utilities Commission in a sweeping decision
handed down in July, ordered the state's electric utilities to adopt special
solar back-up rates for customers with solar heating systems. lOS The new
time-of-day rates would vary depending on whether use occurred during the
utility's peak period. All electric utilities in the state must file these new
rates by February, 1980. The rates will take effect eighteen months later.

IV. ELECTRIC POWER COMMITTEE STATE REPORTS
COLORADO·

A. Legislative Developments
A number of pieces of legislation passed by the First Session of the FiftySecond General Assembly will have a significant impact upon the use of
Colorado's natural resources in the future by utilities. The most comprehensive of these was House Bill No. 1109, which was a complete revision
and reenactment of the Colorado Air Quality Control Act l06 to reflect the
1977 amendments to the federal Clean Air Act}07 This lengthy bill also incorporates a number of the EPA's air quality regulations into the state

·Prepared by Timothy J. Flanagan, Denver, Colorado.
10444 Fed. Reg. 60,664 (1979).
10'Decision No. C79-IIII, Generic Rate Proceeding, Case No. 5692 (July 26,1979).
10'Article 7 of Title 25, Cow. REv. STAT. 1973.
10'42 U.S.C. § 7403 (1977 Supp.).
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statute such as "prevention of significant deterioration" 108 and "nonattainment programs."'09
The nuclear energy area will be influenced by three bills: House Bill
No. 1509 was enacted to facilitate the state's participation in the federal
Uranium Mill Tailings Radiation Control Act of 1978; 110 Senate Bill No.
335 pro.vides procedures for the licensing and control of radioactive materials; III and Senate Bill No. 336 requires an interim study of the disposal of
hazardous wastes, which contemplates future legislation. 112 The breadth of
"hazardous wastes" of course could be felt far beyond the operation of a
nuclear facility and, depending on its definition, could impact any electrical
generating facility most probably though regulation of its combustion byproducts.
Two other bills of importance to utilities are House Bill No. 1223,
which is the Colorado Surface Coal Mining Reclamation Act II 3 and Senate
Bill No. 59 which requires all gas and electric utilities to file comprehensive
energy reports with the Public Utilities Commission (PUC) on a biennial
basis. 114 This latter law has the potential to get the PUC into the actual site
selection process of new energy facilities.
B. Judicial Developments
Three Colorado appellate opinions within the last year have dealt with land
use regulations and their relationship to facilities of public utilities~ In

Tri-State Generation and Transmission Ass'n, Inc. v. Bd. of County
Commr's, lIS the County Commissioners' action to stop the construction of
a transmission line by a wholesale supplier of electricity to rural cooperatives was upheld. Eight days after construction commenced on this line in
an adjacent county, the Lincoln County Commissioners passed a resolution
designating the site selection and construction of public utilities as an "area
or activity of state interest" pursuant to the Colorado Land Use ACt. '16 The
court reasoned that expenditures on planning studies were not enough to
give Tri-State a vested interest that predated the Commissioners' action. In
addition, the lack of actual construction in Lincoln County was considered
significant by the court.

'·'Part 2 of Article 7, Title 25, COLO. REv. STAT. 1973.
'··Part 3 of Article 7, Title 25, CoLO. REv. STAT. 1973.
11·42 u.s.c. § 2014; CoLO. REv. STAT. 1973 § 25-11-301, et seq. (1979 Cum. Supp.).
'"CoLO. REv. STAT. 1973 § 25-11-101.
'''CoLO. REv. STAT. 1973 § 25-15-101, et seq. (1979 Cum. Supp.).
'''CoLO. REv. STAT. 1973 § 34-33-101, et seq. (1979 Cum. Supp.). For a thorough analysis
of this new law, see McCarthy and Barry, Surface Coal Mining Reclamation Act of 1979,
8 CoLO. LAW. 2155.
II·CoLO. REv. STAT. 1973 § 40-2-118 (1979 Cum. Supp.).
'''600 P.2d 103 (Colo. App. 1979).
II·CoLO. REv. STAT. 1973 § 24-65.1-101, et seq.
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However, in a very recent opinion, the Colorado Supreme Court has
nearly emascula,ted the authority of the State Land Use Commission. In
Colorado Land Use Comm'n v. Bd. of County Comm'rs" 1 that agency
had sought to use its emergency powers 11 8 to force a local government to
consider whether the proposed construction of the 330-megawatt Rawhide
Power Plant, to be built by a consortium of four municipal utilities near
Fort Collins, was a matter of "state interest." Such a designation would
trigger a permit process as in the Tri-State case. When the County Commissioners determined after a public hearing not to designate the plant, the
Commission sought to substitute its judgment and brought judicial proceedings which culminated in this opinion.
Information Please v. Ed. of County Comm'rs l19 upheld the trial
court's approval of the rezoning of a 1,680-acre tract for the construction of
Public Service Company of Colorado's first 500-megawatt unit at the
Pawnee Station. The court dismissed a number of challenges to the rezoning
order, including the respondent's alleged legal requirements of actual physical change as a prerequisite to the County Commissioners' action and held
that the changing needs of the entire community are to be the criteria
against which the test of public welfare is to be made.
Late last year in a slip opinion which is to be published by the Tenth
Circuit Court, that court reversed the district court's summary judgment
and held that a private applicant for a right-of-way for power and communication facilities across public lands in conjunction with a mining operation must reimburse the Bureau of Land Management for the costs of preparation of an EIS. In Alumet v. Andrus l20 the court construed portions of
the Federal Land Policy Management Act (FLPMA) to allow assessment of
these costsl 21 even though final administration "reimbursement regulations" have not yet been promulgated. This is the first major industry setback since the decision of Public Service Co. of Colorado v. Andrus l22 disallowing such assessment prior to FLPMA pursuant to either the Independent Offices Appropriation Act,123 or the Public Land Administration
Act;124 or the 1973 amendments to the Mineral Leasing Act. 12l
C. Administrative Developments
In view of House Bill No. 1109 noted above, nearly all of the Air Pollution
Control Commission's regulations will have to be re-evaluated. Regulation

"'604 P.2d 32 (Colo. Sup. Ct. 1979).
'''COLO. REv. STAT. 1973 § 24-65.1-407.
"'600 P.2d 86 (Colo. App. 1979).
llaNo. 78-1546. (D. Colo. 1979) .
21
• 43 U .S.C. §§ 1764(g) and 1734(b) .
•22433 F. Supp. 144 (D. Colo. 1977).
"'31 U .S.C. § 483(a).
"'43 U.S.c. §§ 1371 and 1374.
'''30 U.S.C. § 185(1).
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No. 3 which governs "stationary sources" and the licensing procedures
relating thereto has recently been readopted.126
The Colorado Water Quality Control Commission is in the process of
establishing stream classifications which in turn trigger specific numerical
pollutant 10ads.127 These new regulations have already been challenged in
the Denver district court in The City of Colorado Springs v. Colorado
Water Quality Control Comm'n. 128

IDAHO·

A. Legislative Developments
None.
B. Judicial Developments
None.
C. Administrative Developments
During the last several years the Idaho Public Utility Commission and the
electric utilities have been attempting to cope with the unpleasant realities
involved in adding expensive new thermal generating plants to a cheap hydroelectric base. Historically the three utilities serving Idaho-Washington
Water Power, Idaho Power, and Utah Power-have derived 90 percent or
more of their energy supply from hydroelectric dams constructed from 1920
through the 1950s. Flowing water has been an essentially free power source
unaffected by the inflation that has hit oil, coal, and uranium. Because
there are not any more really good dam sites, all three companies are building or sharing in new expensive thermal plants.
An application for a rate increse filed by Washington Water Power on
February 28, 1979, brought out the problems and resulted in an order by the
Commission deliberately calculated to awaken the consumers to the cost of
new thermal power. 129 As the year ended, a rehearing had been held and the
ultimate outcome was still uncertain.
The present average cost of Washington Water Power's hydroelectric
system is only 4 "mills per kilowatt hour. New thermal projects will cost at
least 40 mills per kilowatt hour. The big increase in demand upon the Water

·Prepared by Scott W. Reed, Coeur d'Alene, Idaho.
26
5 CCR 1001-5.
"'5 CCR 1002-8.
'''Denver District Court No. 79CV5524.
"'In the Matter of the Application of Washington Water Power Company for an Order
approving Increased Rates and Charges for Electric Service in the State of Idaho, I.P.U.C.
Case No. U-l008-132 (1979).
'
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Power system in Idaho and eastern Washington is coming from rapid
growth in the number of residential users. Washington Water Power's residential rates have been the lowest in the nation among invester-owned
utilities.
Water Power proposed a new rate schedule that had a winter/summer
differential. The Commission decided that this differential proposal was
not sufficient to alert the public to its costly energy future. The Commission
instead adopted a modest inverted rate for residential customers and began
the process of eliminating Water Power's remaining block rates. In its first
decision on October 12, 1979, the Commission observed:
The statistics regarding Water Power's low rates and high load growth clearly
support the conclusion that the company's customers do not know the burden
they are placing on the system or the high costs associated with new generating
facilities. We are well aware that Water Power has been able to provide electric
energy to its customers at the lowest private rates in the nation because of its
historic reliance upon hydroelectric power. It is also apparent that Water Power's
new power will be coming from thermal facilities costing far in excess of the existing embedded costs of its hydroelectric system. The present Water Power rates
do not in any way alert its customers to the high rates that will be required to provide additional energy. 13.

A coalition of citizen groups had intervened in the case and retained the services of Dr. Thomas M. Power, an iconoclastic economist from the University of Montana. Dr. Power testified that the rate increase should be placed
entirely on the tail block rates of the large commercial and industrial users
and on new electric heat residences.
The Commission was impressed with Dr. Power's testimony:
We agree in principle with the testimony of Dr. Power. It is critical that electric
customers understand the real cost and effect on future rates of their demand
for additional energy. The concept of incremental pricing addresses this problem by pricing marginal units of energy in a manner that informs customers of
the consequences of their choice. Such an approach is particularly important
with Water Power's residential customers. We have heard ample evidence in
this case that Water Power's load growth is largely the result of substantial increases in new residential space heating installations. Existing and potential
space heating customers must understand that their present low rates cannot
continue as Water Power begins to place its expensive new thermal generating
facilities into service. 13 1
The Commission was not willing to follow Dr. Power's recommenda-

tion for incremental pricing on large commercial and industrial users, but it
was willing to try to stem the increased residential use. The major growth in
demand was coming from new electric heat customers. Although Water
Power had terminated sales promotion of eleCtric heat in 1972 and engaged
recently in actively promoting natural gas which it also supplies, new houses
were mostly being constructed with electric heat. In Water Power's service
"OLP.U.C. Order No. 14999 p. 21 (1979).
Ill/d. at 18.
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area, kilowatt hours consumption per residential customer had increased 35
percent and the residential class consumption had gone up 85 percent in the
past ten years.
Based on Water Power testimony, the Commission noted that the
marginal cost of new thermal generating facilities was $800 per kilowatt
compared with the old hydro-based embedded cost of $220 per kilowatt.
The Commission solution was to place a premium on new electric heat for
residences:
Clearly, with adequate residential electric heat furnaces ranging in capacity
from 10 to 40 kilowatts, setting the contribution at the full difference between
marginal costs and embedded costs would render electric space heating prohibitive. Yet, this contribution must be large enough to bring the cost of new
generating facilities to the attention of the developers and customers making
decisions to install space heating systems. Bearing these factors in mind, we
find a contribution to baseload generating capacity of $50 per installed kilowatt
of capacity to be reasonable. This contribution shall be required by Water
Power from every new customer (whether residential, commercial or industrial)
who installs electric space heating after the date of this Order. It shall apply to
baseboard heating units as well as to central heating furnaces. Such contributions shall be credited by Water Power to Account No. 107 and shall be used by
the company to offset the cost of its construction work in progress for new
generating facilities. III

The Commission's order for a $50 per kilowatt charge sent reverberations throughout the service area. The home building industry reacted with
shock at a change which would add $1,000 to a new house. Legislators from
areas not now serviced by natural gas threatened legislative reversal of the
Commission's action. Water Power applied for a rehearing. The state
Homebuilders Association formally intervened. At the rehearing in Boise
on December 10 and 11, Water Power proposed an alternative to the $50
per kilowatt charge inclusion of a cost-of-work-in-progress rate (C:W .I.P .).
The Commission has resisted C.W.I.P. and did not seem likely to accept
Water Power's proposal. The final order, if it includes a substantial surcharge for electric heating in new houses, is likely to be appealed by Water
Power joined by the Homebuilders.
The Commission did accomplish a major part of its objective. Since the
October order a much larger number of electrical consumers have become
aware that the era of cheap power in the Northwest is rapidly drawing to a
close.

I

"[d. at 25.
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MARYLAND*
A. Legislative Developments
If there is a common thread running through the legal developments of interest to the electric utility industry in Maryland in 1979, it is the attention

given to the organization and authority of regulatory bodies. In an effort to
finally eliminate a source of longstanding confusion, legislation was passed
which clarifies the role of the Department of Health and Mental Hygiene
(DHMH) in the licensing of modifications to an electric generating station
which could result in a change of air emissions. Excluded are routine maintenance or changes which would result in ambient air quality levels less than
or equal to those levels which were the basis of original certificate of public
convenience and necessity.133
DHMH had sought licensing authority in order to increase its regulatory
control through imposition of conditions to a license which would assure
maintenance of air quality. However, the amendment directs only that all information provided to the Public Service Commission (PSC), including detailed plans and specifications, and information relating to the impact of the
modifications on air quality, be provided also to the DHMH. The legislation
further provides that the secretary of the DHMH has standing to seek judicial
review of the PSC's final decision or order concerning the proposed modification. Thus, the DHMH's interest in these licensing proceedings has been
defined, and any suggestion of concurrent jurisdiction avoided.
In an administrative shuffle the legislature approved creation of the
Tidewater Administration within the Department of Natural Resources
(DNR).IH The Tidewater Administration assumed responsibility for the
Coastal Zone Management Program, which was formerly part of the
Energy and Coastal Zone Administration, in the same department.
A new Council on Toxic Substances was authorized under the general
auspices of the DHMH.1B The council is to provide expert advice on issues
concerning toxic and carcinogenic substances, including their regulation,
transportation, and disposal.
Within the DNR the legislature authorized an expedited procedure for
issuance of an uncontested water permit through elimination of a mandatory hearing requirement. 136 If, after publication of a notice of tentative
decision and opportunity for public hearing, the DNR does not receive a request for a hearing, it may issue or deny a permit without such a proceeding.

·Prepared by Kathleen B. DeWeese, Washington, D.C.
1HMo. CoDE ANN. art. 78, §§ 54 H, 90 (1979 Supp.).
'HMo. NAT. REs. CoDE ANN. § l-102(a) (1979 Supp.).
"'MD. CoDE ANN. art. 43, §§ 813 A, B, C (1979 Supp.).
'''Mo. NAT. REs. CoDE ANN. § 8-806(a), (b) (1979 Supp.).
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Among the more innovative legislative proposals adopted in the 1979
legislative session is a House Joint Resolution to study the feasibility of
coordinating multijurisdictional utility regulation and establishing multijurisdictional regulatory agencies. 137 The resolution, which creates an Interstate Public Utility Advisory Commission,138 is premised on the belief that
regulatory coordination among multijurisdictional utilities would aid in
establishing more equitable rates and would facilitate the resolution of common economic and environmental problems. The Commission is to make a
recommendation by January 1, 1981, as to means by which such goals
might be accomplished. But while the goals of the resolution are laudable,
even a modest version of interjurisdictional regulation could have a farreaching impact on such regulatory action as issuance of certificates of
public convenience and necessity. The introduction of multijurisdictional
considerations into such proceedings could complicate matters considerably.
B. Judicial Developments
None.
C. Administrative Developments
In late November Governor Hughes notified the secretaries of the departments concerned that he will transfer the Water Resources Administration
(WRA) from DNR to DHMH effective July 1, 1980. It is proposed that the
transfer become final during the 1980 legislative session as an executive
order subject to legislative veto.
There is speculation that the governor's action may have been precipitated, in part, by problems created by not having a single agency responsible
for the comprehensive regulation of toxic solid wastes. The present regulatory program for designated hazardous substances is jointly handled by the
DHMH's Environmental Health Administration and the WRA.
While it is still uncertain which WRA programs will be transferred,
early indications are that all but the wetlands, surface mining, dam safety,
and waterway construction programs will be shifted to DHMH. Concern
has been voiced by some industry members that the transfer may result in an
increased emphasis on public health effects, and in possible delay in obtaining necessary action.
Pending transfer, and possibly as one of its last actions of general significance to the industry in the water area, the WRA has proposed revisions
to the Maryland Water Quality Standards. 139 The proposed standards adopt
"'1979 Md. Laws, Advance Sheets at 2158, Joint Resolution No. II.
"'The Commission is to include members from the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, Delaware, Pennsylvania, Virginia, West Virginia, Ohio, New Jersey, the District of
Columbia, and Maryland.
39
'
6 Md. Reg. 1536 (1979).
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specific numerical criteria in place of a narrative limitation format for total
residual chlorine, and for seven toxic materials, including mercury, and also
alter the existing numerical standards for some conventional pollutants.
They preclude the use of a mixing zone for discharges which contain toxic
materials and reclassify some segments of the state waters into new use
groups. In some instances the revisions would impose more stringent effluent limits on dischargers than those which would result from application
of the EPA's best available technology and priority pollutant effluent
guideline standards.

MINNESOTA *
A. Legislative Developments

The 1979 legislature has made several additions and amendments to existing
statutes which reflect an increased commitment to energy conservation and
energy emergency planning.
1. Procedures for declaring an energy supply emergency have been
clarified, and the governor has been given power to prepare a civil defense
plan for such an emergency.'40 The director of the Energy Agency must
develop a plan determining at what level of an energy supply emergency situation the Pollution Control Agency shall request the governor to ask the
President of the United States for temporary emergency suspension of standards under the Clearn Air Act. 14 1
2. The governor has been directed to propose a procedure for annual
review and public dissemination of the evacuation plans specified in nuclear
power plant licensing. '42
3. The director of the Energy Agency must develop a plan for adult
and post-secondary energy education. 143
4. By June, 30,1982, the state must complete an "energy audit" for all
state-owned buildings to determine the estimated annual potential savings
in fuel and costs which will be realized if operating procedures are modified
to conform to certain standards. If modification proves economically feasible, it will be recommended to the legislature. 144 Energy audits are also to be
performed on all buildings owned by the University of Minnesota, municipalities, counties, and school districts, and the state will provide partial
·Prepared by Professor J. David Prince. St. Paul. Minnesota.
"OAct of June 7. Ch. 2 and 7. §§ 1 and 4. Spec. Session 1979 Minn. Laws 1086. 1087 (to be
codified as MINN. STAT. §§ 12.02 and 12.21(1».
"'Act of June 7. Ch. 2. § 16. Spec. Session 1979 Minn. Laws 1091.
'''Id. § 4. Spec. Session 1979 Minn. Laws 1088 (to be codified at MINN. STAT. § 612.21(4».
"'Id. § 15. Spec. Session 1979 Minn. Laws 1090 (to be codified at MINN. STAT. § 116H.08).
'''Id. §§ 25-28. Spec. Session 1979 Minn. Laws 1904 (to be codified at MINN. STAT.
§ 116H.q2).
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funding for these auditing costs and for implementing energy conservation
measures. ''5
5. The Department of Economic Security shall coordinate a residential
weatherization program to make grants to public and private agencies for
the purpose of weatherizing residences of low-income people. The department must promulgate rules and report to the legislature on March 1, 1980,
.
and March 1, 1981.'46
6. No zoning regulation may prohibit the construction of earth-sheltered housing that complies with present zoning requirements. l47 Variances
shall be granted for earth-sheltered construction when it is in harmony with
existing zoning ordinances.'48
B. Judicial Developments
There. has been relatively little judicial activity regarding electric power in
Minnesota in 1979. In Skeie v. Minnkota Power Cooperative, Inc.,1(9 the
Minnesota Supreme Court held that when a farmer sought to enjoin the
construction of a power line across his farm, evidence that the line would
make cultivation of his fields more difficult did not establish a prima facie
case of entitlement to protection under the Minnes'ota Environmental
Rights Act (MERA), ISO and the trial court was therefore not free to evaluate
alternative routes. The court noted that MERA was intended to preserve the
natural environment from pollution, impairment, or destruction. However,
no evidence was introduced to show any significant, irreversible damage to
the land in question. The critical question according to the court, was
whether the proposed intrusion on the land may be compensated by damages. No noncompensable injury was illustrated here. The court did
acknowledge that the power line would have a minor impact on the natural
environment; however, this did not reach the level of material adverse impact required by the statute.
In a dissent, Justice Yetka noted that the purpose of the MERA was.to
protect all natural resources, including land and soil. He claimed that the
burden should rest on the power company to prove that there was no feasible and prudent alternative that would be less destructive to the environment, and the company had not met that burden in this case.
Cooperative Power Ass'n and United Power Ass'n v. Eaton and
Baker'S! concerned an eminent domain proceeding to acquire easements for
'''Id. §§ 26-28. 34. Spec. Session 1979 Minn. Laws 1095. 1098 (to be codified at MINN.
STAT. §§ 116H.123-.126 and .22).
'''Id. § 37. Spec. Session 1979 Minn. Laws 1099 (to be codified at MINN. STAT. § 268.37).
'''Id. §§ 37. 39.42. Spec. Session 1979 Minn. Laws llOO. llOI (to be codified at MINN.
STAT. §§ 394.25(3). 462.357(1».
'''Id. §§ 40.43. Spec. Session 1979 Minn. Laws 1100. 1101 (to be codified at MINN. STAT.
§§ 394.27(7). 462.357(6».
49
' 281 N.W.2d 372 (Minn. 1979).
"oMINN. STAT. § ll6B.
'''No. 50345/393 (Minn. Sup. Ct.. Sep. 28. 1979).
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a high voltage transmission line. The supreme court held that the regularly
issued decisions of the Environmental Quality Board and the Energy Agency
were conclusive as to the necessity for the project in general, but that landowners should be able to litigate the limited issue of whether a certain piece of
property was necessary to accomplish this general purpose. The court therefore remanded the case to the trial court for determination of the factual issue
of whether the easement in question was too broad. On remand the trial court
also should consider these other issues:
l. Whether under MINN. STAT. § 117.042 the petitioner may "require" title
to and possession of all or part of an owner's property prior to the filing
of a condemnation award by court-appointed commissioners.
2. The possible lack of notice to the landowners of the hearing for the
Energy Agency's certificate of need for the powerline. If the landowners could show lack of notice, they would then have the opportunity to
make a prima facie showing of new material evidence that could reasonably result in a modification of the agencies' decisions.
3. Whether the landowners should be allowed the option under MINN.
STAT. § 116C.63(4) of electing to require the utilities to condemn a fee
interest in any property they own contiguous to that already being
condemned.

C. Administrative Developments
The main administrative development in 1979 concerned the licensing of
Northern States Power Company's proposed Sherburne County coal-fired
generating plant (Sherco). Following reductions in current and proposed
energy usage, the Minnesota Energy Agency in March, 1978, voided a certificate of need, the first step in the licensing procedure, for one generating
plant (Sherco 4) and decided to reconsider the certificate of need with
respect to the timing of construction of another plant (Sherco 3). Hearings
on the timing for Sherco 3 were held from November, 1978, to April, 1979;
the hearing examiner ultimately recommended an in-service date of 1984 for
the project. As a result of reduced energy usage over the summer, however,
and additional forecasting by the power company, the director of the
Energy Agency issued a new certificate of need on November 2, 1979. This
certificate calls for an in-service date of 1985, rather than 1984, as originally
provided. It also includes conditions requiring the power company to study
energy conservation, load management, and alternative sources of energy.
Specific goals and a comprehensive plan for enforcement must be submitted
to the Energy Agency by July 1, 1980, with annual reports to follow.
The Energy Agency had also passed rules regarding licensing of fuel
conservation facilities, nuclear fuel processing facilities, and nuclear waste
storage or disposal facilities. Under the latter rules, Northern States Power
Company has applied for a permit to expand the spent fuel storage pool at
its Prairie Island nuclear plant, and a hearing is scheduled for February,
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1980. Other rules proposed by the Energy Agency concern the hours of
.operation, quantity and efficiency of outdoor display lighting, and standards for thermal insulation products.
In addition the Public Service Commission has proposed rules governing the disconnection of gas and electrical service during periods of cold
weather, and the Pollution Control Agency has proposed regulations
concerning emission reductions during air pollution episodes.

NEW YORK·

A. Legislative Developments
The 1979 session of the New York legislature produced relatively few laws
affecting the use of natural resources by the electric power industry. One enactment of particular note, however, purports to reserve for the governor
and the legislature the final decisionmaking power regarding the establishment of a respository for the terminal storage of high-level and transuranic
nuclear waste in New York. l52 To assist the governor and legislature in
assessing the need and safety of any proposed repository, the State Energy
Research and Development Authority was directed to prepare an EIS and
determine whether the proposed technology and site could be used in a manner that would not result in a significant environmental hazard or other
threat to the public health, safety, and welfare. The existing waste facilities
at West Valley, New York, were specifically excluded from the law's
coverage.
The real property law was amended to require that all easements
recorded on or after September I, 1979, for the purpose of exposure of a
solar energy device be in writing and specify the angles at which the easement extends over the property. IB The amendment further provided that
the same conveyancing and recording requirements which apply to other
. easements shall apply to solar easements.
B. Judicial Developments
Since preparation of the 1978 report on New York developments, two significant decisions were rendered under the state's power plant siting statute.
On December 29, 1978, a siting board approved New York State Electric &
Gas Corporation's 850-megawatt coal-fired Somerset Station, the second
plant to be certified under the 1972 siting statute. (The effectiveness of the
first certification, Rochester Gas and Electric Corporation's Sterling
·Prepared by Scott M. Turner, Rochester, New York.
'''1979 N.Y. Laws, Ch. 615.
"'1979 N.Y. Laws, Ch. 705.
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Nuclear Unit, remained suspended throughout 1978 awaiting reexamination
of the need-for-power issue.) In other significant siting board action, the
application of New York State Electric & Gas and Long Island Lighting
Company for permission to build the two-unit New Haven Nuclear Station
was dismissed because the ownership and use of the plant were "subject to
substantial uncertainty at the very outset of the proceeding."
The Power Authority's appeal 'H of certain aspects of the Public Service Commission's 1978 decision in the 765-kilovolt Transmission Line
Common Recording Hearings (established to investigate alleged health and
safety effects resulting from extra-high-voltage transmission line operation)
was decided in April, 1979. The court ruled that although the Commission
has "the power to condition authorization of a transmission line upon acquisition of a sufficiently wide right-of-way to protect against risks posed
by the line," I ss it lacked authority to order the Power Authority to purchase
or move houses when the owners' complaints about the line's audible noise
could not be resolved by other means. The court also held that the Commission was without power to order the Power Authority to participate in a research program related to alleged biological effects of the electric and magnetic fields produced by overhead EHV transmission lines. In the same decision,. the court rejected challenges to the Power Authority's statutory authorization to construct the Massena-Marcy 765-kilovolt line and to the
Commission's decision authorizing operation of that line. In late December, however, the Commission announced that it reached an agreement in
principle the Power Authority to conduct a laboratory research program,
but at a substantially reduced level of funding. The agreement apparently
calls for a preliminary study, to be conducted in conjunction with the New
York State Department of Health, to outline this program.
In mid-November an appellate decision affirmed a lower court ruling
upholding the exercise of a town's police power to prohibit, withou~ town
board authorization, the disposal within the town of any solid waste generated outside the town. IS6 The court stated that Article 27 of the Environmental Conservation Law does not preempt local regulation if that regulation is more restrictive than the state statute. The case is on appeal to the
court of appeals.
C. Administrative Developments
In response to the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1977 and EPA's implementing regulations, the Department of Environmental Conservation
(DEC) proposes significant revisions to the State Implementation Plan
(SIP) in January, 1979. Because the ozone ambient air quality standard is
"'Atwell v. Power Authority. 67 App. Div. 2d 365, 415 N.Y.S.2d 476 (3d Dep't 1979).

"'Id.
"'Monroe·Livingston Sanitary Landfill, Inc. v. Town of Caledonia, No. 350-1976 (App.
Div., 4th Dep't, Nov. 16, 1979).
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not attained in much of the state, principal among these were new and revised regulations related to the control of existing hydrocarbon sources. Of
particular interest to the electric power industry, however, was proposed
part 231, a regulation which represented DEC's effort to accommodate
EPA's new and modified major source permitting requirements for attainment and non attainment areas. The proposed regulatory changes became
effective on August 23, 1979. '" These and other aspects of DEC's proposed
SIP revisions were awaiting EPA approval as of December 20, 1979.151
Two downstate electric utilities received permission from DEC in 1979
to burn higher sulfur oil at particular power plants. In August the use of one
percent sulfur oil was approved for the Bowline Point facility of Orange
and Rockland Utilities, Inc. Consolidated Edison Company of New York,
Inc. won approval in November for use of 1.5 percent sulfur oil at its
Ravenswood unit 3 and its Arthur Kill units 2 and 3. Both the Orange and
Rockland and Con Edison variances were awaiting EPA approval as of
December 20, 1979.
A major portion of the regulations revising the state's existing surface
water classifications and standards of quality and purity, proposed by DEC
in fall, 1978, 119 was withdrawn by the commissioner of DEC in late 1978
because the proposal had not been accompanied by an EIS. The remainder
of the proposed regulations were withdrawn in April, 1979, for the same
reason. Regulations establishing procedures for the implementation of the
Freshwater Wetlands Act, which had been proposed by the DEC in September, 1978,160 had not been promulgated as of December 20, 1979.
On August 7, 1979, the Public Service Commission issued·a notice re~
questing comments on a proposed statement of policy on the role of her~
bicides in managing vegetation on electric transmission rights-of-way. The
policy statement makes it clear that an adequate inventory of right-of-way
vegetation and related resources is an indispensable first step in determining
whether to use a chemical or mechanical method in controlling vegetation.
The policy statement also calls for increased training of personnel in an effort to assure that herbicides are applied safely and effectively. Finally, the
policy statement indicates that deferred maintenance is undesirable and that
utilities should prepare and implement a system-wide transmission right-ofway management plan.
The new energy planning process created by the legislature in its 1978
session was initiated in April, 1979, by the filing of the electric utilities' annual long-range plan with the State Energy Office (SEO). Following statewide public statement hearings on the utilities' plan, the SEO published its

"'The affected regulations include 6 N.Y.C.R.R. parts 200, 204, 205, 211, 212, 223, 226,
228, 229, and 231.
"'See 44 Fed. Reg. 44,556 (1979); 44 Fed. Reg. 70,754 (1979).
"'Proposed 6 N.Y.C.R.R. parts 700, 701, 702, and 704.
"·Proposed 6 N.Y.C.R.R. parts 663 and 664.
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draft State Energy Master Plan and Long-Range Electric and Gas Report.
While both the SEO's and the utilities' plans proceeded from the premise
that the state's dependence on oil must be reduced, they parted company on
such issues as the rate of growth in electric demand over the next 15 years
and the preferability of a predominantly nuclear generation mix over an all
coal generation plan. Expedited adjudicatory hearings on the SEO draft
plan were held in October and November. The Energy Planning Board, the
body in which decisionmaking responsibility resides, was expected to issue
its findings in early 1980.

OHIO·
A. Legislative Developl\1ents
None.
B. Judicial Developments
In December, 1977, the Ohio General Assembly enacted a Coal Use Tax,
which imposed a tax on the consumption of coal by electric utilities. '6' The
Act operated to tax high-sulfur coal at the lowest rate and low-sulfur coal at
the highest rate. The favorable treatment for high-sulfur coal reflected the
fact that virtually all coal mined in Ohio is high-sulfur coal, whereas virtually all of the low-sulfur coal used by Ohio electric utilities comes from nonOhio sources. This tax was enacted at a time when many of Ohio's electric
utilities were discontinuing the use of Ohio high-sulfur coal in favor of nonOhio low-sulfur coal in order to comply with the sulfur dioxide emission
limitations promulgated by the EPA. Those regulations required the Ohio
electric utilities to be burning low-sulfur coal by October 19, 1979.'62
Two judicial challenges to the constitutionality of the Coal Use Tax
were made. The first, brought by a Kentucky low-sulfur coal producer, attacked the tax on the grounds that it discriminated against non-Ohio coal in
violation of the Commerce Clause of the United States Constitution, Article
I, section 8(3). On March 21, 1979, the federal district court (Cleveland)
agreed. '63
The second challenge to the Coal Use Tax was brought by Ohio's
investor-owned electric utilities. They contested the validity of the tax in administrative proceedings before the Ohio Department of Taxation. The
Ohio Supreme Court ultimately ruled in favor of the utilities, holding that
the tax was discriminatory against interstate commerce. '6<
·Prepared by Michael L. Hardy, Cleveland, Ohio.
'''OHIO REv. CoDE § 5751.01 et seq.
'·'40 C.F.R. § 52.1882(b)(4)(iii).
I6'Mapco, Inc. v. Grunder, 12 E.R.C. 2025 (N.D. Ohio, 1979).
'·'Dayton Power & Light Co. v. Lindley, 58 Ohio St. 2d 465 (1979).
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Also, during 1979, a producer of substantial quantities of Ohio highsulfur coal sold to Ohio's electric utilities brought an action in the federal
district court (Columbus) under section 304 of the Clean Air Act (CAA) to
enjoin enforcement of sulfur dioxide regulations pending revision and
relaxation of the ambient air quality standards for sulfur dioxide. 16l Fearing
that it was losing sales because state and federal governmental agencies were
requiring its utility customers to comply with unnecessarily stringent sulfur
dioxide ambient air quality standards, Consolidation Coal asked the court
to require EPA to review and revise the air quality criteria upon which the
sulfur dioxide standards were based, and to enjoin state and federal officials from enforcing any emission limitation based on the· sulfur dioxide
ambient air quality standards until EPA had completed its revision. Consolidation Coal's complaint was predicated on section 108 of the CAA,
which requires EPA to "review, and, as appropriate, modify, and reissue
any criteria to assure that air quality criteria form an air pollutant shall accurately reflect the latest scientific knowledge .... "166 Consolidation Coal
contended that the present ambient air quality standard for sulfur dioxide
did not reflect "the latest scientific knowledge."
On June 22, 1979, the district court ruled that it did not have jurisdiction to enjoin enforcement of the current ambient air quality standards even
if those standards were based on outdated air quality criteria. According to
the court, only a federal court of appeals has such jurisdiction, by reason of
section 307 ofthe CAA.'67 Thereafter, on October 3,1979, the district court
agreed that the criteria document for sulfur oxides was "clearly outdated
and in need of revision," but the court refused to dictate EPA's schedule
for completing the review and revision of the criteria document. 1.68
In the area of water pollution control, there was one case of note. In
March, 1977, the Ohio Environmental Protection Agency (OEPA) attempted to issue NPDES permits to an electric utility which would have excused that utility from complying with some of the 1977 "best practicable
technology" standards of the Clean Water Act (CWA) in view of unique,
site-specific constraints affecting that utility. The utility and OEPA believed
that it would be more expedient to construct the facilities necessary to attain
the more stringent "best available technology" before the July 1, 1983, date
specified by the CWA. 169 EPA vetoed those NPDES permits on the grounds
that OEPA did not follow the procedures for granting variances from "best
practicable technology" standards, even though the variance procedures
had been vacated by the Fourth Circuit in Appalachian Power Co. v.
Train. 17D

'·'Consolidation Coal Co. v. Cos tie, Civil Action No. C-2-79-294 (May 22, 1979).
'··42 U.S.c. § 7408 (1977 Supp.).
'·'Memorandum and Order, Case No. C-2-79-294 (June 22, 1979), at page 10.
'··Opinion and Order, Case No. C-2-79-294 (Oct. 3, 1979), at page 18.
'·'33 U.S.C. § 1251 et seq.
"·Appalachian Power Co. v. Train, 545 F.2d 1351 (1976).
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The Sixth Circuit ruled that EPA's veto was wrongful and directed
EPA to consider whether the utility's accelerated program to attain "best
available technology" standards was consistent with the CW A. \7\
C. Administrative Developments

The 1978 report discussed section 125 of the CAA.172 Section 125 empowers
the President of the United States to prohibit the use of "other than locally
or regionally available coal" to comply with air pollution emission limitations if the switch to "other than locally or regionally available coal" would
cause "significant economic disruption or unemployment."
In 1979 EPA determined that "significant economic disruption or
unemployment" would occur as a result of the Ohio utilities' switch from
Ohio high-sulfur coal to non-Ohio low-sulfur coal within the meaning of
section 125(a) and strongly hinted that it would ask the President of the
United States to order the remedial prohibitory measures under sections
125(b) and (c) of the CAA.173
Then in June, 1979, EPA published notice of its intent to revise the
sulfur dioxide regulations applicable to two of the Cleveland Electric Illuminating Company's (CEI) power plants.'" EPA agreed with CEI that
the air quality dispersion model initially utilized by EPA to set the sulfur
dioxide standards for the Avon Lake and Eastlake plants was inaccurate.
Therefore, EPA proposed to permit CEI to continue to bum current supplies of high-sulfur coal at those two plants pending a joint effort by EPA
and CEI to perform more scientific studies of dispersion phenomena in the
vicinity of the two plants. The purpose of this work is to develop a more appropriate air quality dispersion model for regulation setting at those two
plants.
Because the A von Lake and Eastlake plants of eEl represented a
significant percentage of the Ohio coal that would have been displaced
under the federal regulations in favor of non-Ohio low-sulfur coal, EPA's
proposed rescission of the emission limits for the two plants necessitated a
recalculation of the total Ohio coal losses under section 125(a).
This (and other facts) led to significantly revised estimates and a
reproposed determination under section 125(a) that there would not be
"significant economic disruption and unemployment" by reason of the
Ohio utilities' compliance with sulfur dioxide standards. 175
In addition to these federal activities, the OEPA adopted its own sulfur
dioxide regulations with the hope that EPA would allow them in place of
the more stringent federal regulations. \76 While the OEPA emission limit a'''Cleveland Elec. Illuminating Co. v. EPA, 603 F.2d I (6th Cir. 1979).
"'12 NAT. RESOURCES LAW. 45 (1979).
"'43 Fed. Reg. 60,652 (1978).
'''44 Fed. Reg. 33,711 (1979).
"'44 Fed. Reg. 52,031 (1979).
'''OAC 3745-18-01 et seq.
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tions were similar to the federal regulations, the OEPA standards did contain one feature designed to accommodate greater uses of Ohio coal.
OEPA's sulfur dioxide regulations would permit the demonstration of compliance on the basis of a 3D-day average of coal supplies. 177 EPA's regulations, on the other hand, specify a shorter period of time for determining
compliance,178 which has the effect of making those standards more
stringent.
While the EPA has not formally rejected the OEPA plan, a preliminary
letter from the regional administrator to OEPA indicated EPA's intent to
disapprove the OEPA sulfur dioxide plan. 179 The disapproval is predicated
in part on OEPA's 3D-day average regulation.
Also, during 1978, OEPA promulgated water quality standards for the
state of Ohio, which were rejected by EPA at that time under section 303 of
the CWA. Then on July 6, 1979, EPA proposed revisions to OEPA's water
quality stanards. 180 EPA insisted that OEPNs standards should have
followed EPA's Quality Criteria For Water. OEPA has since sued EPA
over the alleged wrongful disapproval of OEPA's water quality standards. 181

OREGON·

A. Legislative Developments
The 1979 Oregon legislature passed several pieces of legislation which are
significant to producers and users of electric power. The most significant
legislation deals with consumer protection and the development of alternative energy sources. The legislation includes:
1. Public utilities are prohibited from including in their rate base any
charges for construction, installations, or property not presently in use to
provide utility service to customers. 182
.
2. The Oregon Energy Conservation Act of 1977 183 was expanded to
include weatherization services financed by utilities for mobile homes,

*Prepared by Arden E. Shenker, Portland, Oregon.
'''OAC 3745-18-04(0).
17'44 Fed. Reg. 49,296 (1979).
"'Letter from John McGuire, Regional Administrator, USEPA-Region V to Governor
James A. Rhodes (October 4, 1979).
"'44 Fed. Reg. 39,486 (1979).
'''Ohio v. EPA, Case No. C-2-79-827 (S.D. Ohio, E. Oiv., Sep. 7, 1979).
"'1979 Or. Laws Ch. 3 (to be codified as part of OR. REv. STAT. §§ 757.305 to 757.330).
This act was proposed by initiative petition and enacted by a vote of 589,361 to 267,132 at the
general election on November 7, 1978. It became effective as provided by OR. CoNST., art. 4,
§ 1, on December 7,1978.
"'1977 Or. Laws Chs. 887, 889.
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houseboats, and multiple-unit residences, and the range of available financing plans was liberalized. 18'
3. The Oregon Department of Energy was directed to conduct a study
of the Three Mile Island incident and to examine the availability and cost of
long-term radioactive waste storage, with findings to be reported to the
Energy Facility Siting Council by July 1, 1980. A moratorium was placed on
approval of pending or new applications for site certificates until November
15, 1980. Findings in any final order approving a site certificate must include a determination by the Energy Facility Siting Council that adequate
permanent radioactive waste storage is available at a reasonable cost. m
4. The legislature created the Alternate Energy Development Commission and designated task forces to study means of development of various
forms of alternate energy sources. The task forces must submit development plans to the Commission by June 30, 1980, and the Commission must
submit a plan to the governor and the legislature by January 15, 1981. 186
5. The procedure for the formation of People's Utility Districts was
substantially relaxed. 181 Most significant is the repeal of the former provision that no municipality could be divided in the formation of a district. 188
Once established, the districts have the power of eminent domain. 189
6. Public and nonregulated utilities are required to purchase any excess
energy produced by cogeneration and small power production facilities at a
reasonable rate. 190
7. Public utilities are prohibited from curtailing service for nonpayment under certain circumstances, most notably where the health of a
residential consumer may be endangered. 191
8. The effective date for the commencement of the exercise of the
functions and powers of the Domestic and Rural Power Authority, created
by the 1977 legislature,192 was changed from March 1, 1979, to March 1,
1981. 193 The purpose of the Domestic and Rural Power Authority is to
qualify the state of Oregon as a preference customer of the Bonneville
Power Authority; 194 however, its future existence and exercise of power is
conditioned on failure of Congress to enact a Northwest regional power bill
and that exercise of its power will result in substantial benefits to Oregon
citizens. 19~

1979 Or. Laws Ch. 164. See Or. Ad. Rules, Ch. 860, § 22-050.
"'1979 Or. Laws Ch. 510.
116
1979 Or. Laws Ch. 329.
117
1979 Or. Laws Ch. 558 (amending portions of OR. REv. STAT. Ch. 261).
"·OR. REv. STAT. § 261.1 \0(3) (1977), repealed by 1979 Or. Laws Ch. 558, Sec. 8.
"·OR. REv. STAT. § 261.305(5) (1977).
19°1979 Or. Laws Ch. 730 (to be codified as part of OR. REv. STAT. Ch. 758).
'''1979 Or. Laws Ch. 868. See Or. Ad. Rules. Ch. 860, §§ 21-065 to 21-\05.
19'1977 Or. Laws Ch. 888.
19'1979 Or. Laws Ch. 742.
194 1977 Or. Laws Ch. 888, § 3.
19'1977 Or. Laws Ch. 888, § 43; 1979 Or. Laws Ch. 742. § 1.
'

14
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B. Judicial Developments
None.
C. Administrative Developments
Following the Oregon Supreme Court's reversal of the court of appeals
decision in Marbet v. Portland General Electric Co., 196 additional hearings
were held concerning applications for a site certificate to construct a nuclear
power plant in Gilliam County, Oregon (the Pebble Springs site). The
Energy Facility Siting Council has not yet taken final action; however, proposed findings have been entered by the hearing officer l97 as to all matters
except those recently mandated by the Oregon legislature, relating to the
Three Mile Island incident and long term storage for spent fuel assemblies.
The proposed findings' and conclusions are that the applicants meet
standards set by the Energy Facility Siting Councip98 relating to demand for
the project, environmental impacts, beneficial use of wastes, land use,
historic or archaeological significance of the site, water requirements, socioeconomic impacts, normal emissions, spent fuel storage, spent fuel
transportation, and coffer dams. The hearing officer, however, concluded
that: the applicants either partially or totally failed to meet standards
relating to economic prudence and ability of an off-site organization, independent of personnel responsible for power production, to totally shut
down the facility; one of the four applicants failed to prove its ability to
finance the project; the applicants did not pro.ve that security measures
would be sufficient to resist a determined sabotage effort, apparently out of
a desire to keep the security plans private.
Further hearings are scheduled on the questions of plant safety and
long-term spent fuel storage. In any event, approval of the site certificate is
not possible until at least November 15, 1980.

TEXAS·
A. Legislative Developments
The Texas Clean Air Act l99 was amended to reflect changes required by the
federal Clean Air Act Amendments of 1977. Under the amendments to the
·Prepared by H. Philip Whitworth, Jr., Austin, Texas.
96
' 25 Or. App. 469, 550 P.2d 465 (1976), rev'd, 277 Or. 447, 561 P.2d 164 (1977). See
10 NAT. RESOURCES LAW. 44 (1977).
'''In re Application of Portland General Electric Co., for a Site Certificate to Construct
and Operate an Energy Facility at the Pebble Springs Site, Proposed Findings of Fact, Opinion, Conclusions, and Order (Vol. I) (Oregon Energy Facility Siting Council, Sept. 12, 1979).
"·Or. Ad. Rules Ch. 345, Divs. 75 & 76.
'''Texas Clean Air Act, TEX. REv. CIv. STAT. ANN. art. 4477-5 (Vernon) (1976); amendments at 1979 Tex. Gen. Laws, Ch. 726, at 1787.
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. Texas Clean Air Act, the Texas Air Control Board is given the authority to
regulate radioactive pollutants. loo
The Texas legislature has provided an obvious incentive for the
development of alternative sources of energy through the enactment of the
Solar and Wind-Powered Energy Devices Taxation Exemption. 201 Through
this act solar and wind-powered energy devices are exempted from all property taxes levied by the state and any political subdivision of the state, the
. value of assessed property arising from the constuction or installation of the
device on the assessed property primarily for onsite use.
B. Judicial Developments
In City oj Frisco v. Texas Water Commission 202 the appellant claimed that
th~ agency's order should not be entitled to the weight normally accorded
determinations of technical questions within an agency's expertise because
the commissioners signing the final order had ignored the advice of their ex.perts. The appellate court responded that the power of ultimate decision
resides in the agency and not in the staff who only serve the agency. The
court further noted that staff recommendations may be accepted in whole
or in part or rejected outright by the agency. The court did point out,
however, that in reviewing the record to determine if the agency order is
supported by substantial evidence, the court may take into account contrary
staff recommendations as it would any other evidence.
The same court, in Starr County v. Starr Industrial Services, Inc., 203
reviewed the denial by the Water Quality Board (now a part of the Texas
Department of Water Resources) of an application for an industrial solid
waste permit. At the hearing on the subject application, several politicians
and the local Chamber of Commerce voiced their strong opposition. The
Water Quality Board's final order denying the requested permit found in
part that the granting of the permit would be contrary to the welfare of the
people in the area as evidenced by the local opposition. The court of civil
appeals, affirming the trial court's order remanding the case, held that local
opposition, standing alone, should play no part in an agency's decisionmaking process.
C .. Administrative Developments
The most significant development in the administrative field was the repeal
of Gas Utilities Docket 600. Docket 600 regulated the use of natural gas as a
boiler fuel and was designed to maximize the use of natural gas by phasing
out the inefficient use of natural gas as a boiler fuel. Under Docket 600, new
'··10 ENVIR. LAW NEWSLETTER, No. I (Texas State Bar, Aug. 1979).
'·'Solar and Wind-Powered Energy Devices Taxation Exemption, 1979 Tex. Gen. Laws,
Ch. 107, at 197.
'·'579 S.W.2d 66 (Tex. Civ. App.-Austin 1979, writ ref. n.r.e.).
'·'584 S.W.2d 352 (Tex. Civ. App.-Austin 1979, writ ref. n.r.e.).
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facilities could not use natural gas as a boiler fuel unless an exemption was
granted by the Railroad Commission. The repeal of Docket 600 will
eliminate state restrictions, leaving only the federal regulations to control
the use of natural gas as a boiler fuel.

WASHINGTON·

A. Legislative Developments
While the recent legislative session considered no legislation of substantial
import to the electrical industry, developments in the general area of environmental law include the following:
Substitute House Bill 912 204 authorizes the creation and private
negotiation of solar easements. It also authorizes county and city officials
to include the regulation, encouragement, and protection of solar access in
considerations of comprehensive plans, zoning ordinances, and other public
land use controls. In passing this legislation, Washington joins several other
states in recognizing solar easements. m
In the past, irrigation districts were limited in their ability to finance
energy projects. Senate Bill 3033 206 authorizes the districts to (1) finance, acquire, operate, and maintain hydroelectric energy facilities either alone or
jointly with other governmental entities, and (2) issue and sell revenue
bonds and pledge revenues from rates or contracts for payment of the
bonds. In addition, the maximum payment period for these bonds as well as
the permissible contract period for the sale of electricity were increased
from ten to forty years.
Senate Bill 2442,207 amending Revised Code of Washington 43.21.040,
extends the governor's emergency powers in the case of energy emergencies
through June 30, 1981.
In November, the voters approved an amendment to the state constitution that allows municipal utilities to loan money to residential consumers
for weatherization programs until January 1, 1990. The amendment was
necessary because the constitution 208 prohibits municipal corporations from
lending funds or credit to private individuals.
B. Judicial Developments
None.
·Prepared by Douglas P. Beighle and Susan K. Donaldson, Seattle, Washington.
2·'1979 Wash. Laws, Ch. 170 (1st Ex. Sess.).
2·'For a brief discussion of state legislation promoting solar energy use, see 12 NAT.
RESOURCES LAW. 37 (1979).
2.61979 Wash. Laws, Ch. 185 (lst Ex. Sess.).
2·'1979 Wash. Laws, Ch. 158 (lst Ex. Sess.).
2··WASH. CoNST. art. 7, § 7.
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Administrative Developments

In its Second Supplemental Order 109 granting rate relief to Puget Sound
Power & Light Company, the Washington Utilities and Transportation
Commission included a requirement that the company submit to the Commission within six months an inventory and study of (1) all presently unused
or underused electric generating or cogenerating sites having existing untapped sources of power at or exceeding a capacity of 5 megawatts and
situated in the company's service area or within 50 miles thereof; (2) the
prospects (including the company's plans for utilization) and costeffectiveness of obtaining electric power or other power which may be
substituted for electric power from such sites and sources; and (3)
methodologies for increased conservation of electricity in residential/tO
commercial, and industrial settings with a discussion of the feasibility of
residential and commercial reverse meter cogeneration.
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'··Order of the Washington Utilities and Transportation Commission, Cause No.
U-78-21, Mar. 8, 1979.
"·In requiring further improvement, the Commission recognized the company's extant
residential space heating conservation program.
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